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Re~ief for ailing N.S. Preventive maintenance 

John and his bean stock. Could it become the goose 
that laid the golden egg? (A/V Services) 

11 to be honored 
at Convocation 

Eleven honorary degrees will be awarded at 
Dalhousie's Convocation ceremonies this month. 

The seven convocation ceremonies will be held 
between May 11 and May 20. 

(FULL DETAILS- Pages 12,13) 
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This is the last 
issue of Universi• 
ty News for 
1976•77. 

Regular publics• 
tion will resume 
in September. 

hothouse 
industry? 
LOW-TEMPERATURE, 
SOIL-LESS PLANT 
GROWING BY DAL 
BIOLOGY STUDENT 
- OUTLOOK GOOD 
'By Roselle Green 

A research study being carried out by an 
honours biology student at Dalhousie could have 
a commercial application in the Nova Scotia 
greenhouse industry now "hurting" from 
escalating fuel costs. 

John Ready , from Charlottetown, P,E.I., is 
looking at growth rates in plants without soil. Using 
what has been labelled the nutrient-film technique, 
Ready has produced a bean crop in his gr_owth 
chamber where the air temperature has been dropped 
to as low as JO degrees Celsius. 

If his pilot project continues to produce positive 
results, and the indications are that it will, there's a 
good chance that he can convince greenhouse 
operators that they could get a good crop yield in an 
ac,-ceptable time but with lower heating costs. 

The nutrient-film technique (NFT) is a simple 
system of soil-less cultivation of crop plants where a 
nutrient solution is continuously circulated through 
the root system. The solution mimics what plants 
would usually get from the soil during normal 
growth. 

The system works something like this: The nutrient 
solution is pumped from the resevoir into a pipe-like 
trough which holds the roots. The base of the pipe 
contains a heating strip and a thin layer of paper 
towel. The solution circulates through the towel, runs 
down into the resevoir to be pumped back through 
the system again. 

con't on p. 2 

In the midst of the April mist, scaffolding sprouted 
around Dalhousie's 70-foot flag pole. It eventually en-
cased the pole and workmen set about practising preven-
tive maintenance. 

"The flag pole looked like heck," said Physical Plant 
spokesman Charlie Roberts. "The paint, five years old, 
had worn off and rust was showing. 

We wanted to halt corrosion and ward off a major 
facelift." 

An outside contractor, C.W. Stone, was hired to do 
the job. (A/V Services) 

Zero budgeting sequel to 
the 7% Disaster? 

The 7% Disaster area is still being cleaned up. 
The disaster: The Nova Scotia government's 

decision to give Dalhousie an increase of only 7.2 per 
cent in the operating grant for 1977-78 - while 
"holding the level of its own spending increase, not 
without considerable heart-rending restraint" to 12.5 
per cent. 

After innumerable budget-cutting rounds by the 
university's financial-scalpel wielders - the Deans 
and Vice-Presidents, the V-Ps having the biggest and 
sharpest implements, the final say [along with the 
President] and the biggest worries - the situation 
wasn't resolved at press time. 

But as one close to the budget surgeons pltt it: 
"Zero budgeting* may have come to Dalhousie at last 

- and if people don't know what that is, they'd better 
find out in a hurry." 

He added that the budget-cutting rounds could be 
compared with an Alice in Wonderland situation: 
"As with the perversity of a Looking Glass World, the 
goal keeps moving ahead. In fact it seems to take 'all 
the running you can do to keep in the same place. If 
_vou want to get somewhere else, you must run at least 
twice as fast'." 

When the blunted scalpels are sheathed, the results 
of what's left for 1977-78 will be announced. 

-Derek Mann 

* Zero budgeting: You start from scratch as if a department or unit 
were being established. and you justify every single dollar. 
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Relief for ailing 
industry? 

con't from p. 1 
When Ready first began his experiments, the air 

temperature in the growth chamber was 21 Celsius. 
He has gradually reduced this to 10 degrees while 
maintaining a constant r9ot temperature of 24 
degrees. 

The demonstrated advantages are substantial, 
according to Ready. He explained that NFT can 
eliminate soil sterilization, soil preparation and soil-
borne diseases. It allows for a very rapid turfl-around 
time between crops. The nutrient uptake can be 
controlled and monitored. He also says that the 
technique can not only eliminate the conventional 
drying cycle between waterings, but spraying and 
fumigation as well because insecticides and 
fungicides can be introduced in the nutrient solution. 

Ready now plans to apply the concept to a crop 
plant, such as the tomato, and use an actual 
greenhouse situation. 

Professor Warwick Kimmins, John Ready's faculty 
supervisor for the project, saiys that its potential lies 
in the reduction of fuel and fertilizer costs. He is 
confident that glasshouse operators in the province, 
who in his estimation are an innovative group, will 
probably take to the concept and want to implement 
it. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

John Ready and Prof. Warwick Kimmins check the root-
stock activity of the bean plant in the growth chamber. 
The roots are immersed and the piping where nutrient 
solution is continuously flushed through. 

(A/V Services) 

Play and Preschoolers conference theme 
Play and Preschoolers will be the theme of the second 

annual Atlantic conference on day care to be held May 
26-28 at Dalhousie and King's._ 

Representing area universities on the program 
committee are Dr. Sid Sodhi from Dalhousie and Sister 
Marianita Power, director of child studies programs at 
Mount Saint Vincent University. 

Registrants will have an opportunity to choose from 
more than 20 workshops during the three-day 
conference. 

Highlights at the sessions will be addresses by Dr. 

Ottawa backs law 
school for Moncton 

The Maritime Provinces Higher Education Com-
mission announced last month it had learned that the 
federal government was prepared to assist financially 
in the establishment of a faculty of common law at 
Moncton University. 

Contingent upon provincial cost-sbaring, $954,000 
will be available from the Secretary of State for 1977-78 
and 1978-79. This represents 50 per cent of non-capital 
costs. 

The federal announce~ent followed a study by the 
MPHEC of legal education in the Maritimes, a 
recommendation to the Council of Maritime Premiers 
that such a faculty be established, and subsequent 
discussions with the office of the Secretary of State. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 
The publishing schedule for 1977-78 will 

be circulated to all departments by July 31. 
UNIVERSITY NEWS is published every se-
cond Thursday between September and 
May by Dalhousie University. 
Inquiries and contributions should be sent 
to The Editor, Information Office, Old Law 
Building, Dalhousie University, 1236 Henry 
Street, B3H 3J5. (Tel. 902-424-2517). 

Registered as third class mail: permit 
number (Dartmouth, N.S.) 59. 

K.H. Rubin from Waterloo University who will discuss 
Child's play in relation to social and cognitive 
development; Dr. W. Fowler from OISE whose subject 
will be Early language stimulation through parent 
guidance in the home, Dr. G. Jeffery from Memorial 
University, who will discuss the question of Toys and 
their use in the preschool setting. 

A feature of the program will be an address by Dr. 
F.R. Macf(innon, deputy minister of social services for 
Nova Scotia and president of the Vanier Institute of the 
Family. The title of his talk is The Family In Canada. 

A workshop which should attract wide attention will 
be one dealing with the commitments of Nova Scotia 
political parties to day care. 

For further information call Dr. Sodhi at 424-2591 or 
443-3269 or write P.O. Box 3574, South Postal Station, 
Halifax. 

Executive director of the Association of Atlantic 
Universities, Jeff Holmes, who has been known to hawk 
University News on occasion, jokingly accused us of 
taking the wind out of his sails, and beating him to the 
punch with the March 31 News issue he's holding aloft in 
the above photo. 

We scooped Mr. Holmes "doom and gloom" melsage 
which he'd prepared for his appearance before the 
Dalhousie Staff Association last month with "The 7% 
Disaster" report [Marilyn Klein Photo] 
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Sharp to attend 
'Way Ahead' 

• symposium 
The Honourable Mitchell Sharp, assistant deputy 

ministers from the federal departments of finance and 
labour, and the executive director of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce will get top billing at a 
symposium scheduled for May 11 and 12 in Halifax. 

They will meet with senior executives to examine the 
interface between labour, business and government in 
the Canadian economy. 

The symposium, entitled The Way Ahead, is 
sponsored under the auspices of the Dalhousie Bureau of 
Industry. It is the first in a series and will be conducted 
for the Bureau by the Advanced Management Centre at 
Dalhousie and the Public Service Commission of 
Canada. 

Specifically the conference will look at the major 
structural components of our economy, the directions 
that government will take and the role 'the other parties 
will play in its future. 

Roy MacLaren, chairman of a task-force on industry, 
government and labour relations will discuss the 
recommendations of the report, S.J. Handfield-Jones and 
William Kelly will represent the government finance and 
labour viewpoint, and Sam Hughes will be the 
spokesman for Canadian industry. 

The Dalhousie Bureau of Industry is comprised of a 
group of businessmen whose primary interest is to 
promote the development of industry in Atlantic Canada 
through education and executive development. 

1st graduate course 
in art education 

A new program leading to a Master of Arts degree in 
art education, is the first graduate-level program in art 
education to be offered in eastern Canada, will ,begin in 
July at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design. 

The program will bring art teachers to Halifax from 
other parts of Canada and permit Atlantic provinces art 
teachers to pursue graduate studies without leaving the 
region. Until now, art teachers from this area had to 
travel to Montreal or beyond to continue study in thier 
chosen field. 

The program is designed for those who have the 
equivalent of a bachelor's degree in art education and 
who have been teaching art in the school system for two 
years or more. The curriculum prepares candidates to 
move into the field of teacher education, to become active 
in the administration of art education, or to increase 
their classroom skills as art teachers . . 

. . Morgan· to.step 
down at King's 

University of King's College president Dr. J. 
Graham ~organ, will step dpwit at the end of his 
currentoontract term July 31,·haying completed seven 
years •,as president. ' 
- Only 29 when appointed, Dr. Morgan was, and still 
is, the youngest university president in Canada. 

During his term the university's enrolment has 
increased by 40 per cent, the AtlantiC' School of 
Theology was founded, the Foundation Year Pro-
gramme was established and work leading to ' the 
School of Journalism's establishment was begun. 

Dr. Morgan has maintained an active role 
professionally and academically, and has continued to 
teach sociology on the campus. He is a member of the 
Research Committee on the History of Sociology, for 
the Internal Sociological Association. 
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Cutting down dependence 
on nitrogen ferti I izers 

Patriquin's 
research may 
aid farmers 
By Roselle Green 

Dalhousie University biologist David Patriquin is 
seeking ways to reduce farmers' dependence on 
nitrogen fertilizers without reducing their crop yields. 

He joins many other scientists attempting to 
introduce nitrogen-fixing capability (such as occurs in 
legumes) into grasses. A specialized group of bacteria, 
the rhizobia, invade roots of legumes forming nodules 
which are capable of "fixing" atmospheric nitrogen 
into a form of nitrogen (ammonia) which the plants can 
utilize. 

If these or other nitrogen fixing bacteria. could be 
induced to form comparable associations with grasses, 
their requirement for nitrogen fertilizers would be 
greatly reduced. Nitrogen fertilizers, which are 
produced from natural gas, constitute about 40 per cent 
of the cost of growing important grass crops such as 
rice, wheat and maize. 

In February, Dr. Patriquin was asked to visit Brazil 
under the sponsorship of the Brazilian National 
Research Council in connection with their program for 
"International Co-operation in Training and Basic 
Research in the Tropics". 

This program arose largely as a result of scientist 
Johanna Dobereiner's discovery, reported in 1974, that 
a novel type of nitrogen-fixing bacterium (Spirillum 
lipoferum) invades roots of certain forage grasses and 
of maize (corn) in Brazil. · 

Dr. Patriquin subsequently found that a related 
bacterium invades roots of salt marsh cord grass in 
Nova Scotia, and he was able to demonstrate the 
occurrence of bacteria inside. of cells of the root cortex 
of cord grass. The Brazilians asked him to look at 
tropical grasses to determine sites of bacterial activity 
in the roots, and how the bacteria got there. 

"Briefly, what we found was that for maize and 
several forage grasses in Brazil, the major locus of 
bacterial activity was in the stele, the central core of the 
root where the conducting tissues are located. This was 
a surprise because there were no previous reports of 
bacteria being located in this area. · 

"These bacteria include nitrogen-fixing bacteria but · 
as yet we do not know how active this system is in 
actually fixing nitrogen. 

"An encouraging aspect is that it is in this region of 
the root that an efficient exchange of plant and bacterial 
products (energy substrates from the plant to the 
bacteria, and fixed nitrogen from the bacteria to the 
plant) COULD take place. This substantially changes 
our concept of the nature of these associations and of 
the mechanical ways in which we look at them," says 
Dr. Patriquin. 

As he views it, the problem of introducing 
nitrogen-fixing capability into grasses is not one of how 
to get the nitrogen-fixing genes or bacteria into the 
plant, but as ope of how to stimulate the activity of 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria already there. 

Further study of natural associations, such as in the 
Nova Scotia cord grass in which these bacteria are 
actively fixing nitrogen, may provide clues about the 
potential of the system for domestic grasses, and of the 
means for "turning the system on." 

Dr. Patriquin trained several people on his 
techniques while in Brazil. He plans to continue to 
collaborate with the Brazilian researchers and hopes to 
attend an international symposium on nitrogen fixation 
in Brasilia this summer. 

, <:i It, 
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Patriquin and salt marsh cord grass in the Biology greenhouse. (A/V Services) 

The sticky problem 
of peanut butter 

By Kate Carmichael 

Peanut butter - sticks to the roof of your mouth but 
it goes with jam, jelly and bananas. 

Peanut butter was the product_ u~ed by Dr. Ken 
Kendall and some of his students in a· marketing 
research project. 

Dr. Kendall and two marketing students, Michelle 
D'Eon and Peter Conrad, in the School of Business 
Administration at Dalhousie University, recently 
completed a study on information load and usage in the 
product choice of consumers. · 

They asked the question: What on the label of a jar 
of peanut butter would make you, the consumer, more 
likely to buy that brand? 

Armed with eight jars of peanut butter, each varying 
in label information and sometimes price, and three 
groups of subjects, the team of market analysts 
assaulted the question. 

Nutrition information, name and ingredients, recipes 
and price were the variables. Will the householder buy 
the product with the recipes more often than the one 
without? Will the nutritional value of the product be 
more important? Do householders even stop to read the 
labels, or do they buy only on price? 

The results of the study will be tabulated and 
analysed over the summer. 

With the ever-increasing competition among pro-
cessors, distributors, and retailers, the variables which 
sell more jars are very important. 

This study enabled Kendall's students to acquire 
some field experience, and helped Sobey's Stores, who 
helped finance it, to answer some of the burning 
questions of retailing. 

What makes me buy the peanut butter that I do? 
It's simple - it's crunchy. 

Under pressure? Overworked? 
Worry? If so, beware 

Are you involved in high pressure decision situations? 
Are you a high-drive kind of penon? 
Are you restless, hurried, impatient? Do you often feel 

a sense of urgency about time? 
Do you worry constantly about your job? 
Do you work excessively? 
Have you noticed that your lnterpenm1al relations 

with othen are upsetting? 
Are you preoccupied with being successful. 
If the answer is 'yes' to a fair number of those ... 

BEW ARE. You are engaging in a Type A behaviour and 
might be headed for problems associated with 
"managerial stress". 

Dr. John Barrow of the Counselling and Psychological 
Services Centre at Dalhousie suggests that along with the 
above-mentioned symptoms, persons in executive 
positions often become less concerned with their physical 
care, an important factor in coping with stressful 
situations. They may, for example, increasingly succumb 
to unhealthy eating and exercise habits. 

,,_ 'l:ir;, • 

As a counsellor who deals with particular problems of 
anxiety and stress, Barrow says the types of managers 
who are unsuccessful in controlling stress are susceptible 
to coronary heart disease and ulcers, among other 
possible adverse - reactions. 

His proposition is that there are ways for individuals to 
check whether or not they are experiencing stress in 
situations and there are also ways of tempering stress 
reactions. 

Barrow suggests the following: learn ways of relaxing .. . 
·1et the body slow down' through breathing exercises .. . 
learn to gain control over muscle tension... become 
aware of your internal reactions to events and find ways 
of identifying these before you become overwraught (i.e. 
check your heartbeat)... learn to control unhealthy 
thought spirals. 

"Physiological conditioning of the body through diet 
and exercise are important." 

P.S. See Your Doctor. 
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"W.ithout drastic 
change, we may 
as well have 
no association 
at all ... " 

The academic year now ending marks the second stage 
of a transition in relations between the Dalhousie Faculty 
Association and the university's administration. 

The first stage, completed last academic year, was to 
move from a large (about 660 full-time members) local' 
association only loosely affiliated (about 120 paid-u, 
members) with the Canadian Association of University 
Teachers, to a slightly smaller (now 573 full-time 
mell)bers) association completely affiliated, by locked-in 
membership, with CAUT. • 

The significance of this move was to put the DF A, with 
68 per cent of all full-time academic staff belonging to it, 
in a position to pursue collective bargaining with the 
administration if that proved, necessary and desirable. 

The second stage, now nea~ing completeion, was to 
determine whether in fact collective bargaining is 
necessary and desirable. In particular, the DF A 
Executive set itself the following questions during 
1976-77. 

(1) Given the strengthened position of the association 
with regard to collective bargaining, would the 
administration undertake on an informal basis to 
bring DF A representatives into a system of full 
consultation and negotiations on matters affecting 
faculty interests? 

(2) Should 1976-77 not mark any improvement in our 
long-standing ineffectual relationship with the 
administration, what alternative means of collec-
tive bargaining are available and what are their 
advantages and disadvantages? 

(3) When informed about these alternatives, how do 
faculty members in the university feel with regard 
to pursing them? 

The answer to question (1) is now clear. Our being in a 
position to pursue collective bargaining has made no 
tangible difference to the administration in its dealing 
with DF A. It is as if the first stage of our transition, 
achieved in 1975-76, had never taken place. 

Consultation often does not occur at all. When it does, 
it is informal and of a token character: there is nothing 
that could. be called "negotiations" even on issues that 
directly affect the terms and conditions of academic 
employment. Parking fees, abstention from smoking and 
eating in classrooms, contract renewals of shorter term 

Faculty and the news media 

Room for better 
understanding and 

communication 
The DFA's community relations media sessions got 

off to an encouraging start when a fair nu!11ber of faculty 
turned up April 7 for an informal meeting with two 
representatives from the media, writes Roselle Green. 

On deck were Brenda Large, editor of The Fourth 
Estate and Susan Dexter, producer of CBC's Informa-
tion Morning. 

The general concensus seemed to be that there was 
room for better understanding and communication be-
tween the media and the university community. 

The media representatives fired the first volley (only 
mildly) by explaining to faculty how difficult it was to 
secure information from academic people. They also had 
a chance to inform faculty about some of their problems 
- timing, speed, the right to interpretive writing, as well 
as why and how information is taped and/or edited. On 
the other side, faculty expressed some of their apprehen-
sions about the media. 

It was the first talk session with the media. There will 
be more, so watch for announcements and make a point 
of showing up so that both sides can develop a better 
rapport greater appreciation for each other's position. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

-says DFA 
president 

Roland Puccetti 
in his 

annual report 

than our regulations stipulate, non-replacement of 
faculty on leave, etc., are all examples of unilateral 
administrative policy decisions. 

By contrast, requests that CAUT guidelines be 
considered for implementation on matters like maternity 
leave, hiring of spouses, etc. simply go unanswered or 

· even unacknowledged. DF A requests for representation 
on sub-committees of the Board of Governors, for 
detailed justifications of short-term contract renewals, 
even for minutes of the Board of Governors meetings 
(which the DF A president attends as an observer) 
disappear without a trace or, at best, secure a response 
months later upon repeated representations. 

There is simply no way, under the present system, that 
the association can effectively defend its members' 
interests. And in the coming years, given the more 
draconian guidelines being prepared by the national 1 
organization to safeguard academic freedom and tenure 
against financial stringency, there is no chance of getting 
the administration to adopt such measures on a purely 
voluntary basis. Without drastic change, we may as well 
have no association at all. 

The answer to question (2) was obtained by two 
measures. One was to sponsor a panel discussion on the 
advantages and disadvantages of collective bargaining 
for faculty associations, including among the panelists 
representatives of two sister associations in Nova Scotia 
which had either already achieved or were about to 
achieve at that time certification under the Labour 
Relations Act. 

The other was to send out, under the auspices of our 
Collective Bargaining Sub-Committee, a detailed 
description of alternative schemes of collective bar-
gaining, including a summary of arrangements in 
existence in various Canadian institutions. Also of course 
the CAUT Bulletin, sen't to each member, carries reports 
from time to time relevant to this. We feel that the 
opportunity, at least, to be informed on this subject has 
not been lacking in 1976-77. 

Along with provmons of this information a 
questionnaire was also sent to sample opinion of all 
faculty members (not just DF A members) who have 
full-time status on both their general attitudes to 
collective bargaining and specifically what, if any, 
alternative system of this they thought we should pursue. 
Since 850 questionnaires were sent out and those not oh 
leave this year probably total 700, the response of 250 
questionnaires completed and returned, better than 1 / 3, 
can be taken as representative of faculty opinion. (We 
assume most people either strongly favou.ring or strongly 
opposed to collective bargaining in principle were among 
the respondents.) The results on two crucial questions are 

· as follows: 
To the question: Would yoi: favour the formation of a 
union at Dalhousie along the lines of those at 
Carleton, York and St. Mary's? 

Yes43.8% 
No35.7% 

Undecided 20.5% 

Thus if we were to pursue certification under the law of 
the provipce it is not likely in advance that we would fail 
to obtain 50% plus one of full-time faculty support; 
indeed if the undecided split evenly we might succeed. 

HOWEVER, 
To the question: How would you like to see decisions 

ma~? · 
50.4% of the respondents favoured: "By formal 

consultation and arbitration procedures between the 
DEA and the administration, without the formation of a 
legal union." Only 38.6% favoured a union over this 
alternative. 

Thus our answer to question (3) above seems to be that 
the association should pursue, first, reaching a formal 
agreement with the Board of Governors that requires_jull 
consultation and, in the event of a breakdown of 
negotiations, recourse to binding arbitration to settle 
defferences between the two parties; and second, if such 
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an agreement cannot be obtained, or if obtained, is 
subsequently terminated by the Board of Governors, that 
the DF A should then seek certification under the Nova 
Scotia Labour Relations Act. 

Models of this sort of agreement already exist, or are in 
the process of being negotiated, at the University of 
British Columbia, University of Alberta and University 
of Toronto. 

The next DF A Executive should sponsor, in 
consultation with the administration, drawing llP such 
an agreement for submission to the Board of Governors 
in its September meeting. If at that time the board rejects 
the proposed agreement, certification of the DF A will 
remain the only rational course to pursue. 

Telling it like it is ... 

• "A university's :.bility to attract research funds 
depends upon the soundness of the whole base of the 
university, on the overhead financing, and the general 
high quality of the membe,-s of the various faculties in 
the university, and while we sometimes boast at 
Dalhousie that in each of the last two years we have 
drawn down more than $5 million in research funds 
from the national granting agencies - and this does 
compare favourably with other good universities in 
Canada - I'm sorry that in some respects our record 
does not prevail in all the institutions in this area, and 
indeed, insofar as Dalhousie is concerned, it is not as 
good as we would like it to be." 

- Dr. He111y D. Hicks. addressing the 
MPHEC at its public hearings last 111011th. 

Graduate Diploma in 
Reading at Mount 

Mount Saint Vincent University has developed a 
program unique in the Atlantic provinces for training 
reading consultants and supervisors. The Graduate 
Diploma in Reading, a post-master's degree program, 
focuses on the total school reading program and 
emphasizes language arts and learning difficulties. 

The program offers a practical orientation, featuring 
work with children and experience in the field. Courses 
include developmental reading and language _.;ro-
grams; reading and learning difficulties; supervision of 
the reading and language program; program develop-
ment in reading and language and field experiences in 
reading and language supervision. \; 

To enrol, a person must have completed course work 
towards an MA in Education, or equivalent, with ·a 
specialization in reading. Graduates of the Nova Scotia 
Graduate Rea.ding Block program will qualify for 
admission after completing Education 625, ,a prerequi-
site course offered at the Mount only during second 
summer session this year. 
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Better pension plan urged 
by DFA committee 

For discussion at annual meeting tomorrow 

By Dr. L. PHILIP WELCH 
Chairman, DF A Fringe Benefit 

Committee 

Changes in the Dalhousie Pension Plan for university 
employees are curren'tly under consideration by the 
Fringe Benefit Committee of Dalhousie Faculty Associa-
tion. 

It is perhaps not widely appreciated that all the 
recognized employee groups, including DFA and the 
Dalhousie Staff Association, have potential input into 
these changes. For this reason, it is important that 
members of faculty are aware of possible and proposed 
changes in order that an accurate representation of 
faculty views can be presented to the Board of Gover-
nors. 

With this in mind, the possible changes will be 
discussed at the annual meeting of the DFA, to be held 
tomorrow (Friday, May 6) at 3 pm in the Great Hall of 
the Faculty Club. 

In order to ensure the benefits as at present provided 
it is virtually certain that the university will be forced to 
make a substantial increase in its contribution to the 
pension plan. Any improvement in benefits, therefore, 
will probably have to be financed substantially by 
employee contributions. · 

Possible changes seen as priorities by the DFA Fringe 
Benefit Committee are as follows: 

I. An Improved vesting arrangement: At present, 
vesting commences after the sixth year and is com-
plete after ten years. It is suggested that vesting' 
commence after three full years of service with full 
vesting after seven years. 

2. Improved pension portability: It is suggested that 
employees leaving the service of the university and 
desirous of transferring their pension monies to 
another plan, or to a locked-in RRSP plan, be 
allowed to transfer their contributions, together 
with any vested entitlement. It is 'also suggested 
that under these circumstances the rate of interest 
allocated to these monies be higher than the 3-1/2 
per cent currently provided and closer to the ac-
tual rate of interest earned by the Pension fund. 

3. Maximum term: It Is suggested that the 

maximum number ot years of contribution to the 
pension plan be set at 35. It is also suggested that 
an employee with 35 years of pensionable service 
be permitted to retire at full pension, regardless of 
age. 

4. Date of retirement: It is suggested that the actual 
date of retirement be an option open to the 
employee, provided that in order to secure a full 
pension it should not be earlier than Jan. 1 follow-
ing the 65th birthday and not later than the end of 
the academic year (July 1) following the 65th 
birthday. (The months of service following the 
65th birthday under the latter situation would nor-
mally contribute towards the eventual pension). 

5. Entry waiting period: It is suggested that the 
present one-year waiting perioo prior to participa-
tion in the pension plan be replaced by a three-
month waiting period after the start of employ-
ment. 

Let me re-emphasize that the foregoing suggestions 
are those proposed by the Fringe Benefit Committee of 
the DF A for the general benefit of faculty members, and 
are believed t'o be the optimum changes which may be 
financially reasonable under the present circumstances. 
· Members of faculty who wish to discuss these 
priorities are urged to attend the annual meeting of the 
association. 

It is recognized that there may be faculty members 
who would object to paying any increase in the pension 
premium in order to achieve these priorities. ' 

It is also realized that there may be faculty members 
who object to the foregoing as priorities or who would 
prefer others. . 

Members of faculty of such persuasions, however, 
should attend the annual meeting; if they do not, they 
will be in no position to object to their implementation. 

' In the absence of any substantial opinion to the con-
trary at the annual meeting tomorrow, it will be assumed 
that there is general agreement with these objectives and 
the increased premiums which will accompany them. 
Faculty members who are in general agreement with the 
proposed changes are also encouraged to attend the 
meeting, since a negative response to the proposals at 
the meeting will preclude the Fringe Benefit Committee 
from pursuing them further. 

Literary prizes awarded 
Dalhousie's Awards Office has released the· names of 

winners in the 1976-77 Hon. W.H. Dennis Memorial 
Competition for Literary Compositions in English. 

Joseph Howe prizes· in poetry were awarded to two 
Dalhousie students. Nine Poems, by Michael P. 
Donovan, of Halifax, won the first prize of $200. A 
collection of poems by Robert S.M. Finley of Halifax 
was awarded second prize of $100.00. 

One of the James de Mille prizes in prose was not 
awarded this session, while the other, the short story 
prize of $150 went to Dalhousie Arts student, Tim 

Carroll, of Halifax for Kip's Report. 
The judges for this year's competition were writer 

Marjorie Whitelaw, Prof. Kenna Manos of the Nova 
Scotia College, of Art and Design, and Saint Mary's 
University English professor, G.B. Hallett. 

In addition to congratulating the winning authors, the 
judges noted the honorable mentions for individuals 
poems by Jane A. Bradley for Two Little Boys, Paula A. 
Wing, of Sarnia, Ont; for The Stone Sorrow of Mary, 
and Kathryn Racine of Dartmouth, for An Unsent Let-
ter to Irving Layton. 

Dal fencers sweep N.S. Open 
Dalhousie fencers swept the Nova Scotia Open Fenc-

ing Championships last month with three first place 
finishers in the filve events. 

Barbara Daniel won the ladies' foil event for the 
fourth year in a row and undergraduate John Cavanaugh 
took the honors in the men's foil. 

Dr. William Silvert, of the Institute of Environmental 
Studies, won in epee. Medical student G. Allen Finley 

edged Silvert out in a 5-4 bout for the sabre champion-
ships. 

Other medal winners in the senior events from 
Dalhousie were Pat Javorski and Marilyn Pieroway. who 
took second and third in the ladies foil; Kirk Annand. 
second in epee; and David Lemon, who was third in all 
three men's events. 

DID YOU KNOW-
... that Dalhousie has many historical artifacts? 

Among them is a sofa which belonged to Rev. 
Thomas McCulloch, the first president of the 
university (1838-1841). The sofa was in the Vic-
torian Lounge in Shirreff Hall for a number of 
years but it has now been lent to the Nova Scotia 
Museum for placement in the McCulloch House in 
Pictou. 

Mrs. Eugenia McCulloch Payzant, a grand-
daughter of Dr. McClulloch, donated the sofa to 
Dalhousie University in 1961. 
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A Victorian sofa from the museum 's collec-
tions has been placed in the Victorian Lounge in • 
Shirreff Hall as part of the exchange. 

**** 

. .. Dalhousie will· hold seven convocation 
ceremonies this year. They will take place bet-
ween May 11 and 20. (See pages 12,_13). 

**** 

... the Stationery /Jookstore is now located in 
the Arts and Administration Building. It is on the 
first floor across from the Payroll Department? 

**** 

. .. that university holidays between now and 
September are: Victoria Day, Monday, May 23; 
Dominion Day, Friday. July l; Halifax Natal Day, 
Monday. July 18; Dartmouth Natal Day, Wednes-
day, Aug. 3; and Labour Day, Monday, Sept. S? 

. **** . 

... there is a courier service on campus for all of-
fice and departments? 

**** 

.. the construction of the new Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Sports Centre is ongoing. 
Part of Studley Field is dug up and more digging 
will be taking place in the near future involving 
re-routing of traffic from University A venue to 
the Studley campus? 

**** 

-Pamela McWhinnie 

Telling it like it is ... 

On the "opulence" of Nova Scotia's universities: 
"This is a favorite subject for editorials in one of the 
leading newspapers in the province. By any standard 
of comparison that one can make, even the richest of 
Nova Scotia's universities - and let's concede that 
Dalhousie is, as measured by its endowment funds -
is a pretty poor relation to the good univ~rsities in 
other provinces in Canada. As for the concept that 
some people have that there's a great deal of free 
money floating around the universities that could be 
used to pay off dificits or to substitute for increased 
government grants, this is of course a fiction. How can 
there be very much free money in the universities 
when we have gone through the difficulties we have in 
the last two or three years, and when we are using our 
budget to the extent of about three-quarters to pay 
salaries to people. There can only be fat in that 
budget if you say that we're overpaying our staff, and 
again by any comparisons that we're overpaying our 
staff, and again by any comparisons that you make 
with good universities elsewhere in Canada, we are 
not overpaying but are substantially underpaying our 
staff. There is no free money in the universities of 
Nova Scotia and certainly. I regret to say, not at 
Dalhousie. We need your continued understanding 
and support, your strongest and firmest recommenda-
tions to Council of Maritime Premiers. 

-Dr. Henry D. Hicks. addressing the 
MPHEC at its public hearings last month. 
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Hitler's mistake: Not taking 
Iceland 
- says Len Perry, who's 

retiring to write 
a book on Germany's 

key to victory 

"The greatest mistake Hitler ever made - the one 
mistake that really cost him domination of the world -
was that he did not invade and occupy Iceland at about 
the same time as he was occupying Denmark and 
Norway. Had he done so, he would have controlled the 
North Atlantic convoy route which was the only route of 
supply for most of the war." 

This is the theory of Len Perry, who is retiring in June 
from his post as administrative officer in Dalhousie's 
Faculty of Dentistry to write a book: Iceland- Key to 
Yictory. 

BY ALLISON BERRY 
A member ·of the Canadian forces who served in 

Iceland during the Second World War, Mr. Perry re"calls 
that his regiment was "vaguely, but not completely, 
aware of the terrible importance of holding the tiny 
country". • , 

The 49th Division had little capability of successfully 
defending the place under a major attack. "However we 
were there, thanks to the foresight of an unsung hero!". 

Mr. Perry is going to try and identify the person 
responsible for sending Canadian troops to Iceland. He'll 
start in Ottawa at the Directorate of History, but he 
really thinks he'll make his discovery in Britain, if he has 
the opportunity to peruse the British government's 
cabinet minutes from 30 years ago. 

"I think a staff paper must have been written for the 
British Admiralty detailing the need. From there it would 
have been presented to Cabinet who had to make the 
decision that the occupation of Iceland was imperative. 

"The little guy who came up with the paper is one of 
the greatest heros of the war," says Mr. Perry. 

He estimates that had Hitler taken Iceland it would 
have been a mere six months before Britain would have 
had to surrender or come to an accommodation with 
Hitler. 

"Then Hitler would have been able to launch his 
attack on Russia in the spring of '41 instead of the 
autumn of '42 . . 

"The German troops would have caught the Russians 
far less prepared than they were over a year later. Hitler 
would not have had to worry about his western front, 
because Britain would not have been available as a 
springboard for the Americans to launch an attack i_nto 
Europe. 

"I would suggest that the conquest of Russia would 
then have been relatively simple. In control of the vast 
resources and the manpower of Russia, Hitler would 
have been secure, as no one would have dared to attack 
him. 

"Today, you and I would have been speaking 
German!" 

Why did Hitler never attempt to take Iceland? 
Mr. Perry is convinced that part of the answer is 

contained in the pages of Mein Kampf. 
"I've read the volume through several times and the 

thing that comes through loud and clear is that Hitler 
had an absolute, astounding admiration for the English. 
I think, based on this and the fact that he knew there was 
a lot of sympathy for his party in Britain, that it never 
occurred to him that he would ever have to enter an all 
out war with Britain. 

"I don't think he ever felt that Britain posed any peril 
and so never looked at the ways and means of 
subjugating the British Isles. I'm sure if he had, he would 

. have evaluated Iceland's position and taken it." 
Proving his theory will mean travelling to London, 

Bonn, Iceland, Washington and Ottawa. It will be the 
beginning of Mr. Perry's third career. 

For 31 years, he was attached to Highland regiments of 
the Canadian forces. "But there's not a drop of Scotish 
blood in my veins." 

His military career began in 1932 when he enlisted in 
the Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa as a private: He 
joined the active service forces at the outbreak of the war 
and served not only in Iceland, but in Britain and 
Northwest Europe. 

In 1951 he went to Korea as Brigade-Major with the 
famed 25 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group. He held 
staff appointments at Army Headquarters, Ottawa, and 
with the Canadian Army Staff, Washington. Lieutenant-
Colonel Leonard V. Perry, MC, CD ended his military 
career at the age of 50. 

I.en Percy (Bruce Moxley Photo) 

In 1963, he joined Dalhousie as administrative 
officer in the Faculty of Dentistry. · 

"At that time there were only about four full-time 
professors. The last 14 years brought a tremendous 
number of changes," he says thoughtfully. "But there 
was always the continuing effort by the Dean and the · 
staff to have a new dental school built." 

Mr. Perry says that the current facilities were 
inadequate for the Faculty's requirements then and still 
are, of course. 

"We could only take in 25 new dental students a year, 
while the proper intake was felt to be nearer to 60. In 
addition, it was recognized that if the Faculty was to do 
all the things required, like offering several graduate 
programs in addition to the DDS, and that if we were to 
take a proper place in the field of research, facilities 
three times the existing size would have to be built. 

"I worked with the former Dean Dr. J.D. McLean, 
supplying statistics and data to support the submissions 
being put forward," says Perry. "But no government as 
yet has seen fit to give the go-ahead for new facilities." 

Perry was the Dean's right-hand man and "den 
mother to the students". He enjoyed watching the classes 
graduate and set up dental practices. 

This year he'll say goodbye to another group, and a 
final farewell to his office of 14' years. 

Attendance records 
In 1975-76, how many dentists were there in the 

Atlantic provinces? Dental hygienists? Assistants? 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

Prince Edward 
Island 

Newfoundland 

Licensed 
Dentists Hygienists Assistants 

280 

170 

43 

93 

86 

20 

18 

14 

15 

10 

0 

0 

How many of these professionals attended the eight 
courses and the Post College Assembly arranged by the 
Committee for Continuing Education? 

Licensed 
Dentists Hygienists Assistants 

296 80 23 

Dentists and Dental Hygienists attending by year of 
graduation: 

before 1951 
1951-55 
1956-60 
1961-65 
1966-70 
1971-75 

Dentists Hygienists 

42 
35 
27 
38 
48 
78 

1 
3 
0 
2 

19 
36 
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Creating new 
awareness of 
MSSWwomen 

A group of women. students at Dalhousie's Maritime 
School of Social Work - aided by a $1,000 bequest from 
the F.C. Manning Trust, are creating a new awareness of 
women in the school. ' 

The group evolved less than a year ago, from a course 
in the fall of 1976 in which individual women felt 
alienated and isolated. The following term they joi..ned 
together with others who shared their concerns. This was 
the first attempt by female students at the school to band 
together to share interests, skills and a commitment to 
some type of collective action. 

Beth Sherwood and Cathy Sullivan, graduating 
MSSW students, both feel their group has had a definite 
impact at the school. 

Since its formation the group has been involved in 
several projects: through their efforts "Women in Social 
Change" is expected to be a course at the school next 
year; plans are being developed to set up a small resource 
library; and they have been active in organizing geqeral 
sessions for the female population of the school. Last 
month Prof. Helen Levine from the Carleton School of 
Social Work was a gu~st speaker; one of her topics was 
feminist counselling. 

The group's most tangible result has been the 
publication of a handbook entitled "Singly None", 
designed primarily for women coming in contact with 
other women either through the social services, in the 
community at large or within a particular women's 
group. The handbook contains personal experiences of 
women, poems, book reviews, a bibliography and a 
comprehensive list of women's groups in Atlantic 

· Canada. "Singly None" will be distributed on campus 
and made available through the Killam Library. 

Members of the group plan to share their experiences 
in Fredericton, June 3-5, where the Canadian 
Association of Schools of Social Work will hold a 
conference. Joan Gilroy, a professor at the school and a 
constant source of support and encouragement to the 
women, will preside a "Women's Studies" session at the 
conference. 

Mini-research 
projects 
presented • 

Eighteen mini-research projects done by Dalhousie-
Mount Saint Vincent universities senior nursing students 
were presented at "Nouveau Info" the title for the 2nd 
annual conference held last month at St. . Andrew's 
Church Hall. 

Of interest was a study that showed patients who 
stopped smoking three months prior to open heart 
surgery required less suctioning in the post-operative 
period than those who smoked to the time of the 
operation. 

What conditions influ~nced a parents' visiting pattern 
when a child was hospitalized, was the topic of another 
research project. Data passed to IWK Hospital for 
Children administration may help to encourage more 
parental interest in hospital care and foster the 
psychological well being of the pre-school hospitalized 
child. 

Another project based on a public survey, showed that 
the emotional needs of a cancer patient in the home 
environment were the most important and yet the least 
met. 

Each project was conducted from a clinical setting. 
Assisted by a liaison person, students implemented their 
research models, collecting and evaluating data. 

Content and character of future conferences will be 
based on a questionnaire circulated to nursing students, 
faculty and community liaison _representatives. 

Top money-maker 
Stirling University, nestled in an idyllic rural setting 

near the village of the Bridge of Allan, outside Stirling 
in Scotland, earned more from its conference and 
holiday trade last summer than any of the other 36 
universities in the British Universities Accommodation 
Consortium. Net income from vacation letting was 
about $150,000. 
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CONTINUING 
EDUCATION 

Offerings 
increased 
• 1n scope, 
popularity 

" ... designed to acquaint you with today ·s 
compact .and easy-to-operate electrosurgery 
equipment ... use of the equipment will be 
explained an~ demonstrated and its application to 
your practice for profitable. time-saving advantage 
will be covered ... · · 

I 

That is excerpted from a sample of one of the regular 
offerings of the Continuing Education Committee of the 
Faculty of Dentistry at Dalhousie, offerings which over 
the years have increased in scope and popularity, and 
which progressively have attracted more and more 
dentists to leave their practices for a few days in order to 
keep abreast of the latest in den ta I techniques. 

The courses, more than 'refreshers', are solid, 
continuing education vehicles. They are often offered in 
Atlantic regional centres other than Halifax. The 
"Practical Electrosurgery" course described above was 
held in Moncton early in April, having been arranged in 
co-operation with the New Brunswick Dental 
Association and the Moncton Dental Society. 

Dentists know they can count on Dalhousie courses 
being succint. The latest information is taught by the 
best men in the field who focus on the applied aspects of 
the specialty. 

There are 40 years of continuing education experience 
backing up the program. Statistics reflect its success in 
serving tne profession;i.l who is in practice in the Atlantic .. 
provinces. · 

In order that the Committee for Continuing 
Education cduld further improve its contact wi!h its 
constituents, an advisory panel was organized in I 976. 
Practising dentists and dental hygienists feed in their 
requiremeflts and suggestions. 

Courses foe. dental hygienists, dental assistants and 
registered dental technicians are also co-ordinatecl by 
the committee· and often offered concurrently with the 
ones for dentists. Again, the location can be Corner 
Brook, Newfoundland. or Sydney. Nova Scotia . 

Dr. Doug Chaytor is chairman of the committee which 
is putting the finhhing touches to the fifth annual Post 
College Assembly. It is the longest course of the year -
three days - and touches on a variety of specialities·. 
therefore attracting a large number of delegates. and 
comes at the end of the academic year just before 
convocations. 
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Post College Asselllbly '77 
This year, the Faculty of Dentistry's Post College · 

Assembly is being held on May 8,9,10 aQd location is the 
Dalhousie Arts Centre. A reception and buffet will be 
held Sunday, May 8 with the educational program 
beginning the following morning. / 

Featured clinicians are: Dr. George Zarb, chairman of 
prosthodontics at the University of Toronto and Dr. Ken 
Bentley, dental surgeon-in-chief at Montreal General 
Hospital and chairman, Department of Oral Surgery, 
McGill University. 

Supporting clinicians include Dr. Jack Hann on "child 
care program"; Drs. ElGeneidy, Harsanyi, Lilienthal 
and Priddy on "clinical pathological conference"; Dr. 
Peter McQueen, "preventive dentistry"; and Mrs. P. 
Priddy and Dr. Matthew Spence on "managing the 
difficult child". 

The Faculty of Dentistry's convocation is on 
Wednesday, May 11 at 10:00 a.m. 

Dentists and dental-allied professionals from the 
Atlantic region as well as alumni from Dalhousie 
University's Faculty of Dentistry will be in town ·for the 
Assembly. 

A major portion of the three-day meeting will be set 
aside to deal with community related aspects of dentistry. 
Among the topics under review in this category will be 
the question of fuorides - past, present and future; a 
review of the Nova Scotia children's dental plan; and an 
examination of the professionals' role in meeting the 
changing expectations of mentally retarded persons in 
the community. 

THE PROGRAM 
SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY 
Displays Lobby 
Continuous Coffee Room 4,01 
Art Exhibits Art Gallery 
Films (Continuous) Room 406 

SUNDAY, MAY 8 
6:00 Registration 
7:00 Reception and 

Entertainment 
7:30 Buffet 

MONDAY,MAY9 
9:00 Dr. Zarb "Treating the 

Partially Edentulous 
Patient" (coffee break 
provided) 

12:00 Cash Bar 

12:30 

2:00 

3:00 

4:00 

6:00 

8:30 

Luncheon - Recognizing 
Continuing Education 
Supporters 
Dr. McQueen "Fluorides -
Past, Present, and Future" 
Dr. Bentley "Biopsy and 
Exfoliative Cytology" 
Drs. Hann, Cunningham, 
"1'he Nova Scotia 
Children's Dental Plan: 
A review" 
Dalhousie Alumni Assoc. 
Reception and Buffet 
Supper ($5 at door) 
Atlantic Symphony 
Orchestra Concert ($4, 5, 6) 

TUESDAY, MAY 10 
9:00 Dr. Bentley "Diagnosis and 

Management of the 
,Unconscious Patient in the 
Dental Office" (coffee 
break provided) 

12:00 Cash Bar 

12:30 buncheon - Honours class 
of'77, 

2:00 Mrs. P. Priddy. Dr. M. 
Spence "Mental Retarda-
tion - New Directions" 

3:00 Dr. Zarb: "Role of the 
Dentist in Treating 
Mandibular Dysfunction" 

8:30 Atlantic Symphony Concert 
($4, 5, 6) 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11 
10:00 Convocation 

Reception Following 

Lobby 
Lobby 

Balcony 

Cohn Auditorium 

Dining Room, 
Shirreff Hall 
Dining Room, 
Shirreff Hall 

Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 

Mcinnis Room, 
SUB 

Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 

Dining Room, 
Shirreff Hall 
Dining Room. 
Shirreff Hall 
Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 

Cohn Auditorium 
Lobby 

George A. Zarb 
B.Ch.D. (Malta) 
M.S.(Michigan) 
M.S. (Ohio 
F.R.C.D.(C) 

D.D.S.; 

State) 

Professor and Chairman of 
Prosthodontics · 
Faculty of Dentistry, 
University of Toronto 

As well as his respon-
sibilities with the Faculty of 
Dentistry, University of 
Toronto, Dr. Zarb has a 
part-time specialty parctice 
in Prosthodontics in Toron-
to; is head of Restorative 
Dentistry, Toronto General 
Hospital and Head, Pros-
thodontic Section, Dental 
Department and member of 
the Facial Treatment and 
Research Centre, Hosptial 
for Sick Children. He was a 
founder and President of the 
Association of Pros-
thodontists of Canada; 
President of the Canadian 
Academy of Prosthodontics: 
Chairman, Education Com-
mittee. Association of 
Canadian Faculties of Den-
tistry and Council Member. 
Royal College of Dentists of 
Canada. Dr. Zarb has 
published extensively in the 
areas of treatment for tem-
poromandibular joint. the 
effects of removable pros-
theses on the oral tissues. 
and dental implants. He has 
contributed to several text-
books including Dentistry 
for the Adolescent and Oc-
clusion. He co-authored 
Prosthodontic Treatment 
for Edentulous Patients with 
Boucher and Hickey and co-
edits Prosthodontic Treat-
ment for Partially Eden-
tulous Patients. 

Kenneth C. ~ntley 
D.D.S.;M.D.;C.M. (McGill 
University) 
Cert. Oral Surg. (Bellevue 
Hospital) 
F.I.C.D.;F.A.C.D. 

Professor and Chairman, 
Department of Oral 
Surgery 
Dinctor, Division of 
Surgery and Oral Medicine 
Faculty of Dentistry, 
McGill University. 

Dr. Bentley joined the 
Department of Oral 
Surgery, Faculty of Den-
tistry, McGill University in 
1966. In addition to his 
other responsibilities he is 
Dental Surgeon-in-Chief, 
Montreal General Hospital 
and Director of the 
Graduate Program in Oral 
Surgery. Dr. Bentley has 
been active in the Associa-
tion of Canadian Faculties 
of Dentistry-serving as 
member of the Executive 
Council, Vice-Presiden·t 
and President; The Cana-
dian Dental Association-
was Chairman, Council on 
Hospital Services; and the 
Canadian Society of Oral 
Surgeons - was Chairman, 
Hospital Services Commit-
tee and Chairman. Scien-
tific Program for the joint 
CSOS-ASOS meeting, 1969. 
He has given numerous 
presentations to dental 
groups on emergencies in 
the dental office, odon-
togenic infections and on 
many aspects of Oral 
Surgery. . As well, Dr. 
Bentley has published in 
these areas and con-
tributed to an Oral Surgery 
text, A Textbook of Oral 
Surgery. 

Advisory panel 

Following are the organizations and their representa-
tives appointed to date on the advisory panel for 
continuing education in dentistry at Dalhousie: 

Newfoundland Dent. Assoc., Dr. Toby Gushue, Grand 
Falls; Newfoundland Dental Board; Nfld. Dent. Assoc. 
(Western Region), Dr. Robert Sexton, Corner Brook; 
P.E.l. Dental Board; Dental Assoc. of P.E.l; New 
Brunswick Dent. Society, Dr. Jack Thompson, Rothesay; 
Saint John Dental Society, Dr. V. Shannon, Saint John; 
N.B. Dental Hygiene Assoc., Chris Robb, Moncton; N.S. 
Dental Board, Dr. H.P. McCormick, Truro; N.S. Dental 
Association, Dr. T. D. Ingham, Halifax; N.S. Dental 
Hygiene Assoc., Diane Dobson, Chester; Cape Breton 
Island Dent. Soc., Dr. Brian MacDonald, Sydney; 
Annapolis Valley Dent. Society, Dr. Leigh Macconnell, 
Greenwood; Northern N.S. Dent. Society, Dr. Arthur 
MacLean, New Glasgow; Halifax County Dent. Society, 
Dr. Anthony 8. Stewart, Halifax; South Shore Dental 
Society, Dr. Paul Nauss, Bridgewater; Soc. of Dent. 
Specialists of N.S., Dr. S. Brayton, Halifax. 

I· 
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The art of science ... an integral part of doing research 
" ••• I think that every discovery is made to order for the one who can look at a phenomenon with a 

detached eye, with perspective, and without excessive, immediate or categorical preoccupation ... . 
. "We would be better to lift the transparent but often tinted 'scientific' blinds from our eyes if we 

hope to significantly contribute to the area of one's endeavour, and be able to experience the real joy -Juhn Wada, Editor, 
of research." 

$84,427 Canada Council-
Killam award first for 
a Dalhousie scientist 

Dr. Graham Goddard, professor of 
psychology at Dalhousie, has been awarded a · 
Canada Council Killam Senior Research 
Scholarship. 

It is the first time a Dalhousie scientist has 
received a Canada Council award in this 
category. The scholars~ip, valued at $84,427, 
is for one year initially and is renewable for a 
second year. 

Kindling ' 
New York; Raven Pres, 1976 

"I am interested in how the 
brain changes itself. An ex-
perience, long forgotten, can 
some_times be recollected years 
later as a memory. 'Something' 
bridges the gap; a 'something' 
that is laid in the brain during ex-
perience and which can last for a 
very long time. Using artificial ex-
perience (electrical stimulation of 
the brain in experimental animals) 
I attempt to create the 
'something' under conditions 
where it can be examined." 

Learning more about epilepsy and fundamental 
brain mechanisms 

Professor Goddard, a neuroscientist who has been 
working on aspects of epilepsy, will use the grant to ad-
vance his understanding of the nature of epilepsy as well 

recording 
electrode 

Fig. 1. Research is being done in the area of the rat 
brain cell called the fascia dentata. 

Fig.2. This experimental rat has electrodes implanted 
in the area of the brain shown in Fig. 1. The animal can 
function without pain for many months with the 
electrode placement. 

as attempt to clarify the fundamental brain mechanisms 
involved in learning and memory. 

The work 'will integrate aspect~ of psychology, 
neuroanatomy, physiology and biological cybernetics. 
Collaboration with investigators in these disciplines will 
help make the studies relevant to clinical medicine. 

The project will inyolve a study of the physiology and 
anatomy of neuronal connections in the adult mam-
malian brain. A neural connection, or synapse, as it is 
referred to, is the juncture point of two neurons (cells) 
across which a nerve impulse passes. 

Goddard's work suggests that this contact point 
through which the cell activates other cells may. be 
altered by environmental events or experiences, by an 
epileptic event, certain drugs, or by mimicking these 
events by direct stimulation through electrodes im-
planted permanently into the brain of an experimental 
animal. 

Work in _progress has shown that the signal one cell 
sends to another can be increased (through-stimulation). 
The change produced by a single event of this nature can 
last for up to several weeks or more. The fact that this 
type of alteration can be sustained for long · periods of 
time could be central to the main purpose of the research 
venture - understanding the neural basis for how the 
brain stores memory. • 

The study will focus on how synapses can be altered by 
neural activity, what components are altered or 
modified, and by what rules these changes occur. 

The research which has a number of spinoffs will 
have a team consisting of two post-doctoral fellows and 
three graduate students. Already working on the project 
are Carol Barnes, who is observing how synapses are af-
fected by the aging process; Lincoln Chew who is looking 
at the effectiveness of synapses in the day-night cycle; 
Bruce McNaughton, who is studying the selectiveness of 
synapse change; and Rob Douglas, _who is examining the 
contextual nature of the change. 

Professor Goddard's interest in this aspect of research 
has come about through a series of scientific experiences 
- all of them related and all of them coming together in 
the present study.One of these occupied him in the mid-
1960s when he was studying brain mechanisms. He 
discovered a phenomenon which he called the kindling 
effect. Kindling is a permanent change in brain function 
which results from daily electrical stimulation and 
culminates in the appearance of epileptic convulsio!ls. 

In the past several years he developed other skills in 
order to better tackle various scientific problems. He 
spent a year at Stanford doing special work in elec-
trophysiology and neurology. He also found it desirable 

to increase his knowledge of the morphology of synapses 
and was associated with the anatomy department of 
University College, London in order to do just that. He 
has since also acquired extra training in relevent aspects 
of biochemistry, psychiatry and general surgery. 

Dr. Goddard's contributions to science are significant 
as evidenced by the number of grants credifed to him at 
the moment. 

He is senior investigator on a three-year project sup-
ported by the U.S. National lnstututes of Health. The 
work, being carried out in co-operation with a fellow 
psychologist and a neurosurgeon (both in Toronto), is 
designed to study epileptic and experiential deter-
minants of aggression. 

Dr. Goddard is involved in clinical aspects of epilepsy. 
·and neurological damage as an investigator with others 
in a project funded by the Ontario Mental Health 
Association. He is also the recipient of a three-year Na-
tional Research Council award . This work has to do with 
brain mechanisms and behavioural change. 

His publications cover the fields of behaviour, brain 
stimulation, learning and experimental epilepsy. 

By Roselle Green 

A 

Fig; 3 Stimulation can be delivered at A or D and the 
effect can be recorded [in box E] from Cell B. 
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Dr. Goddard's special interest demands full knowledge 
of the physiological and anatomical intricacies of brain 
cell connections. The main objective of his new project 
will be to improve understanding of the neurobiology of 
memory. The results may find application in the fields of 
geriatrics and clincial neurology. (A/V Services) 

Boyle chairman 

Lord Boyle of Handsworth, vice-chancellor of Leeds 
University sipce 1970, has been elected chairman of 
Britain's Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals 
for 1977-78. He succeeds Sir John Habakkuk, 
vice-chancellor of Oxford, in July. The CVCP is 
equivalent to the Association of Universities and 
Colleges of Canada. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

Control of cell 
division topic 
for symposium 

The 3rd annual symposium on the Scientific Basis of 
Medicine, organized by the Department of Microbi-
ology, will be held in the Sir Charles Tupper Medical 
Building on May 25-27. It will be devoted to problems 
of cell division in organisms ranging from bacteria to 
.higher eukaryotes. . 

An understaning of the control of cell division has 
become increasingly important to workers in both basic 
scientific and clinical medical resear<;h, The cycle of cell 
growth and division embodies the expression of a 
regulated series of genes. · 

Unravelling the complex interactions involved in this 
cycle is a necessary part of learning how cell 
differentiation occurs and how uncontrolled growth as 
seen in cancer cells can arise. 

Dalhousie has been fortunate in obtaining the 
participation in the symposium of a number of eminent 
scientists from several countries. The principal 
scheduled speakers include J.M. Mitchison of the 
Dept. of Zoology at the University of Edinburgh, who 
will speak on the control of growth, size and 
macromolecular synthesis during the cell cycle; J. 
Pringle from the University of Michigan, to consider 
the genetic control of cell division; B. Johnson, NRC, 
who will discuss the role of division in fission yeast cell 
morphogenesis. Contributions on bacterial cell division 
will be given by N. Mendelson, of the University of 
Arizona and R. G. E. Murray from the University of 
Western Ontario; and presentations on cell division in 
higher eukaryotes will be made by A. Pardee of 
Harvard Medical School, and A. Forer of York 
University. In addition there will be presentations of 
shorter papers on various aspects of cell division by 
other participants in the symposium. 

.. The meeting is supported by funds from the Faculty 
of Medicine and no registration fees are required. 
Further information may be obtained from the 
Microbiology Department. 

Telling it like it is ... 

"It is quite clear to me that in the complex society 
in which we live today, the degree of education which 
must be disseminated to an ever-increasing propor-
tion of an intelligent citizenship has to be increased in 
order to maintain our political institutions on the free 
basis of our society. 

- Dr. Henry D. Hicks, addressing 
MPHEC at its public hearings last, month. 

Mount first 
with PR 
degree program 

9 

Canada's first Bachalor of Public Relations degree 
rrogram at an English-language university will begin in 
the fall at Mount Saint Vincent University. 

Although the United St~tes· has nearly 100 such 
-programs, the only other PR degree in Canada is given 
at Laval University, a French-language institution. 

According to Mount Saint Vincent president, Sister 
Mary Albertus, public relations is a discipline looking 
for university trained graduates. 

"In the course of our research we interviewed many 
public relations professionals, most of whom stressed 
the need for university trained practitioners," she said. 
• 'The Canadian Public Relations Society indicated to us 
that the lack of a degree program has been a distinct 
disadvantage in this country." 

The announcement of the program was welcomed by 
CPRS national president Neil Oakley. 

Public relations is to institutions what interpersonal 
relationships are to individuals and what diplomacy is 
to nations. The image 'of press agentry is a thing of the 
past; we need professionally trained people." 

Based on a CPRS s·urvey, some 750 to 1,000 public 
relations graduates will be required by Canadian 
industry, government and various institutions by 1981. 

During their four years at Mount Saint - :nt, 
students will take economics, statistics, public , dng 
and a wide variety of liberal arts subjects. Th..,J ii be 
introduced to computers, public survey and attitude 
techniques and will gain a basic knowledge of film, 
radio, graphics and print. They will learn public 
relations theories, management, ethics and law and 
each one will be required to have an internship and 
become proficient in French. 

The new program will also provide opportunities for 
the Mount to co-operate with other institutions in the 
area. In the third and fourth years, Mount students will 
take courses dealing with print and broadcast reporting 
and editorial practices at the University of King's 
College journalism program. 

.By the time the first public relations entrants are 
ready for these courses, King's expects to be operating 
a Bachelor of Journalism program -and the two 
universities have agreed in principle to share some 
resources. In addition, the Nova Scotia College of Art 
and Design will provide instruction in graphics. 

The Mount students will work closely with the local 
media. Internships and tr,aining in the hardware of 
communication - radio, TV and press - will be 
provided by groups such as the Nova Scotia 
Communication and Information Centre the National 
Film Board and The Canadian Press. 

The program will be implemented one year at a time 
and will have a limited number of places available each 
year, starting with a maximum of 35 students in 
September. The application deadline is June 15. 

Summer overseas 
postings for 

business students 
Up to 12 Dalhousie students will be spending the 

summer in Trade Commissioners' offices of the federal 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

Postings include the continental United States, 
Central America (Mexico, Guatemala and Costa Rica) 
and Europe (Paris, Hamburg, Dusseldorf and Madrid). 
These overseas postings will give the students an 
opportunity to observe at first hand the role of ITC in 
developing Canadian exports. 

The program has been arranged by the Centre for 
International Business Studies for students who have 
completed the first year of the MBA program and who 
plan to specialize in international business. 

An intensive language training and orientation session 
will take place during May prior to the students' 
departure in June. 

Trio at Tech 
A scholar, an engineer and an architect were honored 

at the convocation of Nova Scotia Technical College this 
week. 

Dr. Stanislaw Josef Mazur, former Tech professor, 
Leopold M. Nadeau, chief executive of the Canadian 
Council of Professional Engineers, and John C. Parkin, 
Toronto architect, received ,honorary degrees. 
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"Help line" urged for lonely, 
isolated Valley folk 

A telephone "help line" service should be established 
in the Annapolis Valley, says Professor John Rose of 
Dalhousie's Maritime School of Social Work. 

"There are many lonely, isolated people living in the 
area, which stretches from west of Kingston to east of 
Digby who don't have access to community- social 
services.'' 

The increasing· number of personal crises, including 
suicide attempts, prompted the Annapolis County 
branch of the Mental Health Association and the School 
of Social Work to launch a Crisis Intervention Project 
last fall, with Prof. Rose as project co-ordinator. 

He is also field instructor to graduate students working 
with the project for rural field experience. It was under 
his direction that three students - Gerry O'Neil, Serena 
Beck and Ian Walsh - developed a project design and 
conducted a need and feasibility study last year. 

In addition ,to the help line, it was determip.ed by 
talking with individuals and groups in the Valley, that a 
community catalyst would be an asset. 

"This would be a social worker who would help 
members of the community identify problems and action 
implementing change," says Prof. Rose, who lives in the 
Valley himself and is conducting his own research on a 
specific problem there, alcoholism. ' 

"I'm studying cultural factors in the use of alcohol and 
the problem of alcoholism in the Annapolis Valley and 
comparing it to the situation in Sicily," he says. The 
Valley, has a high incidence of alcohol abuse while in 
Sicily there is a virtual absence of anything like 
alcoholism. 

"In North America we tend to use alcohol for a social 
lubricant and to help us cope with life stresses. Our 
children are exposed to ambiguous and conflicting 
messages about its appropriate role in society and we 
have put a bundle of restrictions ·on its use. The age limit 
defines drinking in North America as an adult activity 
and immediately makes kids anxious to find out what it's 
all about." 

In contrast, Sicilians of any age can buy and consume 
alcoholic beverages, which are often cheaper than soft 
drink. "Drinking is not a status symbol nor any big deal 
to the teenagers. Getting drunk is not seen as a show of 
masculinity as it is to North Americans, but rather as a 
feminine weakness." 

Under Italian law, a person committing a crime .while 
under the influ"ence of alcohol is punished for both his 
crime and his drunken state. 1n North America how 
often is being drunk used as a way of exusing behavior, 
asks Prof. Rose? 

"We tend to justify the use of alcohol by those under 
stress, while in Sicily there is little or no social support for 
drinking to combat life's traumas." 

Cultural differences exercise control over the amounts 
and the way alcohol is consumed, he concludes, and 
should provide perspectives on alcoholism prevention. 
programs. However, he says, the whole problem is 
compounded by the fact that alcohol is an important 
source of government revenue. 

3-year study of Atlantic 
social services manpower 

.. 
A sizeable grant from Health and Welfare Canada 

will aid the School of Social Work in conducting a three 
year study of the social services manpower system in 
Atlantic Canada. 

From the project, a series of publications will be , 
generated, a core resear<;h program relevant to the 
region will be developed and research experience for 
students will · be provided. 

''The study will give birth to other research activity,'' 
says Professor Joan Cummings, "creating more 
opportunities for faculty, and attracting graduate 
students.'' 

Prof. Cummings has been released from her regular 
teaching responsibilities to assume the position of 
principal investigator. Pam Buckley, who has been 
involved in research at the Institute of Public Affairs is 
project research co-ordinator. 

Music Hall at Cohn: 
O'Shea, Edwards 

If you can't go to London, let London come to you! 
That English tradition, the Music Hall, starring Two-Ton 
Tessie O'Shea and Professor Jimmy Edwards comes to 
Halifax on Wednesday, May 18 at 8:30 p.m. in the Cohn. 
Dalhousie Arts Centre. 

The London Music Hall combines the best of Britain's 
music hall tradition with contemporary variety enter-
tainment in a full production show that features top 
British singing stars The New Faces, The London Hall 
Dancers, compere-singer Tony Wells, Argentine gaucho 
dance attraction Los Ranqueles; and the Burt Hardin 
Band, formerly associated with Jack Benny. 

There will be a circa 1920 London street scene 
complete with roast chestnut vendor, barrel organs, 
lamp-lighter, flower seller and English Bobbies. There 
will also be a dance spectacle based on the popular TV 
series "The Avengers", featuring the sophistication of 
Steed and the indomitable Purdy and Emma! In tum, 
Tony Award-winning Tessie O'Shea and the incompar-
able Jimmy Edwards will provide their own brands of 
laughter and song. 

Other project staff include five research associates, 
all faculty of the . School: Ray Carlson, Dan O'Brien, 
Sandy Siegal, David Williams and Rick Williams. Don 
Kniseley • and Bruce Rice are student research 
assistants and Arja Caley, an MSW graduate, hs·been 
hired as a part-time research assistant. Cathy Dixon 
will serve as secretary and Marie Alphonse will be 
part-time secretary. A computer programmer and 
additional student help will be added. 

The design phase of the project, completed last 
January, developed a theoretical model for the study. 
Now, the gathering of a comprehensive range of 
information about education for and the delivery of 
social services in the four Atlantic provinces begins. 
The goal is to facilitate more rational and effective 
social services manpower planning in the region. 

''To achieve this plan to promote better comniunica~ 
tion and co-ordination between those significantly 
engaged in the planning effort," explains Prof. 
Cummings. "We also wish to help a number of social 
services manpower planners in the region to gain 
access to a methodology that will allow them to remain 
current and effective in their planning efforts after the 
project has terminated." 

The project has been divided into three phases each 
with its own particular study focus and means of data 
collection. 

As an outcome of the study, it is intended that not 
only will specific findings be dessimated to participant 
groups, but also policy recommendations will be 
formulated by the research team. According to . Prof. 
Cummings, these· hopefully will in turn stimulate 
among the research participants active and thoughtful 
consideration of ways in which more effective, rational 
and co-ordinated social services manpower- develop-
ment in the region can be achieved. 

U.S. presidencies 
The American Council on Education's next president 

will be Dr. J. W. Peltason, Chancellor of the University 
of Illinois at Urbana. The council idhe country's major 
co-ordinating body in post-secondary education. 

Another U.S. education lobby group, the Association 
of American Universities, will have for the first time a 
full-time president. He will be Dr. Thomas Bartlett, 
president of Colgate University of New York. 

,, 

for 
THE MANAGERS OF SOCIAL HOUSING 
IN ATLANTIC CANADA 
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SOCIAL HOUSING 
MANAGEMENT 
I-RAINING PROGRAMME 

CONDUCTED BY 
THE MARITIME SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY, HALIFAX, N.S. 

This training programme is made possible by a grant from 
the Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation. 

Social Work School 
program for. 

housing managers 
The Maritime School of Social Work has signed a 

contract with the Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation to conduct a three-part social housing 
management training program. 

Twenty four housing managers currently employed 
by a social housing agency in the Atlantic Provinces 
have been chosen to participate. 

"This will be the pilot year," says Dr. Patrick K~rans 
of the school and principal investigator of the project. 
"During the last 12 months we have done a feasibility 
study and compiled a home study training instrument.'' 

The program begins in June with a residential 
session followed by a period of home study. A final 
week-long residential ,session is scheduled for 
November. 

Upon completion, managers should have a better 
knowledge of management techniques and administra-
tive processes essential to the operation of an effective, 
responsive and viable housing program. 

Don Mabey has been named project co-ordinator. 

. Asst. director for 
Atlantic 

Dr. Andrew S. Hughes has been appointed assistant 
director t>f the Atlantic Institute of Education, effective 
Aug. 1. In' this newly-created position, Dr. Hughes will 
co-ordinate the research and development activities of 
the institute. A specialist in curriculum development 
and evaluation, Dr. Hughes is currently on the faculty 
of the School of Education at Acadia University. 

He is a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, ,Acadia 
University and the University of Alberta, where he held 
an Izaak Walton Killam Fellowship. Active in a wide 
range of educational activities, Dr. Hughes is current 
president of the Acadia University Chapter of Phi Delta 
Kappa, the international educational honor fraternity. 
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He built the best- and is 
leaving it in good hands 
Or. Carl Tupper retiring after 25 years 

as head of Obstetrics and Gynaecology 
By Roselle Green 

Dr. Carl Tupper is Held in high regard throughout the 
country as being a leader in obstetrical education. 

Dr. Carl Tupper leaves the Dalhousie Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the end of June after 25 
years of patrician-like leadership. and dedication. He• 
leaves secure in the knowledge that the department is 
prominent, both locally and nationally. 

He speaks with pride of the department'!. achieve-
ments earned through the efforts of an accomplished, 
talented staff who in his view are second to none. 

In retrospect, he views the contribution the 
department has made to the community (province-wide) 
through the development of a reproductive care program 
as significant. The program allows physicians in the 
province easy access to university expertise and advice in 
matters of patient care and treatment. 

The program is matched only by the quality of care 
provided at the Grace Maternity Hospital, the largest 
obstetrical unit in the country. It can not only boast 
about having the most deliveries, but of a unique 

NRC grants to 
Chemistry $279,199 
- up 15.9 per cent 

National Research Council grants awarded to 
members of Dalhousie University's Department of 
Chemistry for 1977-78 total $279,199. This represents a 
15.9 per cent increase over last year's total of $240,845. 

Continuing projects, now in their second or third year 
of a three-year grant, had their funding increased by 
8.4 per cent, to help· offset the effects of inflation. The 
remaining part of the increase was the result of 
successful new gr~nt applications by faculty members. 

Among these was a capital grant to Professor J.C.T. 
Kwak for a dynamic microflow calorimeter: This will be 
used in Dr. Kwak's studies of ionic interactions in 
electrolyte solutions, especially the interactions of ions 
with clays and, polyelectrolytes. 

The grants are used to finance operating and 
equipment costs for research carried out by faculty, 
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in the 
department. 

perinatology unit (which will open next month) to care 
for the special needs of the high risk patients,-The facility 
will do much to improve the care of the mother and baby 
who are in the high risk category. 

The department now bears little resemblance to the 
one Dr. Tupper took over 25 years ago. Just as the 
number of faculty has grown so too has the emphasis. 
There is heavy concentration on research and its 
implication for clinical medicine; there is the addition. of 
an invaluable grouping of subspecialtie's (oncology, 
perinatology, endocrinology) in the department; there 
are vigorous efforts in the area of preventive medical 
care; and improved teaching techniques for medical 
students. 

Much too modest to elaborate about himself, 
University News sought out some of his colleagues who 
talked with respect and affection about "Carl." 

One member mentioned that the department's 
reproductive care program won the Wyeth Award for 
1975, which is given in recognition of the group of 
obstetricians who do the most in any one year to promote 
good obstetrics in North America. The same doctor 
described Carl as a teacher's teacher; as one who held the 
welfare of the medical students, interns and residents 
foremost in his mind. 

Dr. Tupper: Dedicated, and with Inexhaustible energy. 

"He has always been very kind to anyone in need." 
Another obstetrican who has worked with Dr. Tupper 

over the years remembers his first encounter, as a 
third-year medical student, with Dr. Tupper. At that 
time he observed that Dr. Tupper was a person 
dedicated to teaching and skilled in the art of medical 
education. 

"He is a man of inexhaustible energy. His personal 
honesty and integrity have been a landmark." 

He'll find out what makes high technology 
industry tick - and they about academe 
' Dr. Barry Paton, at left, has an interest In the new 

generation of "smart" digitlal Instruments. During the 
past year he proposed a new method for recording data 
from the researcher's mini-computer to Inexpensive 
magnetic tape cassettes which could be delivered to the 
Computer Centre where operators could then transfer 
the data to the user's . disc. The proposed system was 
tested and the Computer Centre Is now using the method 
on a trial run. 

Dr. Barry Paton, the physics department's "whiz kid" 
and a researcher who has been active in the design and 
development of "smart" (microcomputer) controlled 
instruments will be on sabbatical next year. He will 
spend that year with the Nova Scotia Research 
Foundation as a kind of intermediary between academe 
and industry. 

While at the provincial establishment, _Dr. Paton will 

work closely with the Centre for ' Ocean Technology 
Division. This centre is actively involved in high 
technology, product design relating to ocean industry in 
the Atlantic area. 

He will take part in a number of programs involving 
new product development. His experience in the area of 
data acquisition and analysis through the use of custom 
microprocessors will be applied to these projects. 

Dr. Paton's year at the Foundation is seen as extremely 
valuable. The foundation will gain some understanding 
of what takes place in the academic's research lab and at 
the same time the professor will gain insight into the 
industrial scene by working in what is basically an 
industrial type R & D environment. 

Dr. Paton says the year will provide him . with an 
. excellent opportunity to become aware of the techni.cal 
problems in industry and to be directly involved in their 
solutions. 

Oceanographer Dickie arid colleagues 
hope to solve Peru's anchovy problem 

Dr. Dickie 

It's off to Peru for Lloyd Dickie come next fall. He and 
fellow staff from the Institute of Oceanography, along 
with some graduate students, will take part in a project 

. with scientists from the marine ecology section of the 
Bedford Institute. 

CIDA is sponsoring the expedition as part of its 
foreign aid program. 

The research team will be looking at the production 
problems of anchovies along the Peruvian coast. This 
fishery was the most important single fishery in the world 
in terms of total landings until about 1~73-74 when it 
experienced a severe i;ollapse. 

Two reasons could account for the collapse, according 
to Dr. Dickie: an intensive fishery and/ or the result of 
El Nino, an oceanographic phenomenon occuring every 
8 to 12 years, causing destruction of coastal marine life. 

The expedition will be in the Peru area for the month 
of November. 
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11 honorary degrees to be awarded 

Dr. T .A. Goudge 

Jack Brayley 

Judge Emmett Hall 

Dr. Helen Belyea 

The Judiciary, the Civil Service, the arts, humanities and sciences, medicine and 
journalism will all be represented by the recipients when Dalhousie University awards 11 
honorary degrees during its spring convocation next month. 

-To be honored are: 
Dr. C.L. Gosse, promi~nt in medicine and 

Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia since 1973; . 
R. Gordon Robertson, long-time Civil servant and · 

Secretary to the federal Cabinet; 
Dr. Helen Belyea, retired senior geologist with the 

Geological Survey of Canada; 
Dr. A:Whftney Matthews, former pharmacy dean 

and pioneer in pharmacy education; 
Phyllis Blakeley, author, liistorian and assistant 

archivist for Nova Scotia; 
Dr. T .A. Goudge,· prominent Canadian 

philosopher; _ , . . . 
Dr. G.F.G. Stanley, eminent Canadian h1stor1an; 
Jack Brayley, retired Canadian Press bureau chief, 

conservationist, CBC's "Mr. Neighbourly News"; 
Dr. Claude Fortier, physiologist and chairman of 

the Science Council's Task Force on Research; 
Mr. Justice Emmett Hall, retired judge of the 

Supreme Court of Canada; and 
Innis MacLeod, former deputy attorney-general 

and Nova Scotia Cabinet Secretary. 
The university's seven convocation ceremonies will 

be held over the period from May 11 to May 20 

See 'Convocations at a Glance' 

Dr. Gosse was born in Newfoundland but moved to 
Nova Scotia when he was 10. Educated at Dalhousie 
(BSc, MD, CM) and in Cleveland, ·ohio, where he 
did post-graduate surgery and urology training, Dr. 
Gosse served from 1942 until the end of World War 
II with the Canadian Army Medical Corps overseas 
as a surgical specialist. 

Dr. Gosse practised urology in Halifax from 1945 
until 1973 during which time he was professor and 
head of th~ Department of Urology at Dalhousie for _ 
almost 25 years, and head of the Department ?f 
Urology for the Victoria General and Camp Ht!! 
hospitals and Halifax Infirmary. 

For several years he was a member of the Board of 
Governors' of Dalhousie. He was active in medical 
associations, and is now honorary president of the . 
Medical Sociefy of Nova Scotia. He was appointed 
Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia in 1973. 

Mr. Robertson is a ·native of Davidson, Sask., and 
was educated at the Universities of Saskatchewan, 
Oxford and Toronto. He joined the Department of 
External Affairs in 1941 and was appointed Secretary 
to the Office of the Prime Minister in 1945, a post he 

, held for four years. After two years as a member of 
the Cabinet Secretariat in the Privy Council Office, 

· Mr. Robertson was assistant secretary to the Cabinet 
from 1~51 to 1953, then deputy minister of Northern 
Affairs and National Resources, from 1953 to 1963. 
He was concurrently Commissioner of the Northwest 
Territories. · 

From 1963 to 1975 he was Clerk of the Privy 
Council and Secretary to the Cabinet, and since 1975 
has been secretary to the Cabinet for Federal-
Provincial Relations. 

Mr. Robertson received honorary degrees from 
Saskatchewan (1959)', Toronto (1973), McGill (1963) 
and Laval (1975). 

Dr. Belyea, born in Saint John, N.B., was educated 
at Dalhousie (BA, MA) and Northwestern 
universities. From 1939 to 1943 she worked as a 
geological research assistant and science teacher. She 
served for three years as a special branch officer in 
the WRCNS and in 1945 joined the Geological Survey 
of Canada as a technologist. She was appointed a 
geologist in 1947, and in 1960 became Senior 
Geologist with the Survey, a post she held until her 
retirement in 1974. 
· Dr. Belyea's geological work ranged from New 

Brunswick - to Alberta. In 1959 she received the 
Barlow Award medal of the Canadian Institution of 
Mining and Metallurgy; she was elected a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of Canada in 1962 and made an 
honorary member of the Canadian Society of 
Petroleum Geologists last year, the same year she also 
received an honorary degree from the University of 
Windsor. This year she was awarded the Alberta 
Achievement Award in recognition of her work in 
geology. _____________ _ 

Dr. Matthe;.,;-a native of Prince Edward Island, 
moved to Alberta in his childhood and was educated 
at the Univerities of Alberta and Florida. He taught 
at Alberta and was director of the School of 
Pharmacy from 1942 to 1946, when he joined the 
Rexall Drug Company as director of research. In 
1951 he became president of Riker Pharmaceutical 
Company and the following year was appointed Dean 
of the Faculty of Pharmacy at the University of 
British Columbia, a post he held until his retirement 
in 1967. 

Active in improving the standards of pharmacy 
and pharmaceutical education, Dr. Matthews is a 
past-president of the Canadian Foundation for the 
Advancement of Pharmacy and was the first 
president of the Association of Deans of Pharainacy 
of Canada; he was also president of the Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Association in 1962. 

Always active and interested in athletics (rugby, 
golf, curling, football), Dr. Matthews helped the 
B.C. Lions into existence, and in 1973-74 reported on 
"Athletics in Canadian · Universities", a study 
sponsored by the Association of Universities and 
Colleges in Canada and the CIAU. 

Miss Blakeley was born in Halifax and educated at 
Dalhousie (BA, Dip. Ed., MA). She taught initially 
in Halifax schools but while taking her MA, in which 
she specialized in Nova Scotia history, joined the 
Nova Scotia Archives as a research assistant. 

In 1959 she became assistant archivist for the 
province, a post she still holds. She has contributed 
historical articles to the Dalhousie Review, the 
Atlantic Advocate, the Nova Scotia Historical 
Quarterly, and biographies to the Dictionary of 
CanadiAn Biography. 

Miss Blakeley was the author of a social studies 
textbook, The Story of Nova Scotia (.1950), which was 
revised as a Grade 6 history text and used for 20 years 
in the Nova Scotia schools system under the title of 
Nova Scotta - A Bl'rnf History. She also co-authoted 
The Story of Prince Edward Island, used in island 
schools, and Nova Scotia's Two Remarkable Giants 
(McAskill and Swan). con't on p. 13 
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Dr. Claude Fortier 

Innis MacLeod 
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Dalhousie CONVOCATIONS AT A GLANCE 
DATE WHERE 

Wednesday Cohn 
Mayll 
10am 

- Thursday Cohn 
May12 
10am 
Thursday Rink 
May12 
2pm 

Friday Cohn 
May13 
10am 

Friday Rink 
May13 

Friday Cohn 
May20 
10am 

Friday Cohn 
May20 
2pm 

con't from p. 12 

Active in many organizations, Miss Blakeley is 
president of the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, a 
member of the Halifax Landmarks Commission, 
past-president of the N.S. branch of the Canadian 
Authors' Association, and chairman of a committee 
of the Canadian Historical Association for the 
encouragement of local history. 

Dr: Goudge, a native of Halifax, was educated at 
Dalhousie (BA, MA), Toronto and Harvard 
universities. Before becoming professor of 
philsosophy at Toronto; he taught at Waterloo and 
Queen's. 

During World War II he served with the RCNVR, 
retiring in 1945 with the rank of lieutenant-
commander. Dr. Goudge joined the philosophy 
department of Toronto in 1938 and became a full 
professor in 1949. He was chairman of the 
department from 1963 to 1969. 

A member of the Canadian Philosophical 
(president, 1964), the American Philosophical 
Association, and the Humanities Association of 
Canada, Dr. Goudge has written extensively. His 
"Ascent of Life" won the Governor-General's Award 
in 1961. 

Dr. Stanley was educated at the Universities of 
Alberta, Grenoble and Oxford. Before the Second 
World War he taught history at Mount Allison and 
the University of Alberta, and during nine years of 
military service rose to become deputy director of the 
historical section of the General Staff at· National 
Defence Headquarters in Ottawa. 

In 1947 Dr. Stanley taught Canadian history at the 
University of British Columbia and from 1949 to 1969 
was head of the Department of History at the Royal 
Military College in Kingston; at RMC he was 
chairman of the Arts Division from 1959 to 1963 and 
Dean of Arts from 1963 until 1969. 

Dr. Stanley became director of Canadian Studies 
at Mount Allison in 1969·, a post he held until 1975. A 
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and the Royal 
Society of Canada, Dr. Stanley has been a member of 
a number of editorial and advisory boards, and of 
government boards and commissions. A life member 
of the Canadian Historical Association, he was its 
president in 1955. 

Dr. Fortier, a native of Montreal, was educated at 
the University of Montreal, Lausanne and London. 
He taught and did research at Montreal, London and 
Baylor (Texas) universities before joining Laval in 
1960 as Director of Endocrine Laboratories. He 
became professor of experimental physiology in 1961 
and chairman of the Department of Physiology in 
1964. 

He was vice-chairman of the Medical Research 
Council from 1965 to 1967; vice-chairman of the 
medical research advisory and co-ordinating commit-
tees of the Defence Research Board from 1967 to 
1970; and since 1975 he has been vice-chairman of 
the Science Council of Canada. 

Dr. Fortier was appointed chairman last year of 

FACULTIES/DEGREES HONORARY DEGREES SPEAKER 

Dentistry: DDS, Dip. Dent. Hygiene, MSc. 

Admln. Studies: BComm., MBA, MPA, Robert Gordon Robertson • long-time Robertson 
Dip PA, Cert PA~ MLS, MSW, Dip SW. Civil servant, Sec. to Fed. Cabinet. 

Arts & Science: Helen Belyea - Senior geologist with Geol. Belyea 
BSc, BSc Eng Phys., MA, MSc, PhD. Survey many yean. 

C.L. Gosse - prom. urologist; Lt-Gov. N.S. 
since '73. 

Health Professions: A. Whitney Matthews • ex-Dean of Pharm. Matthews 
BSc Pharm., BSc Health Ed~, BPE, BN, Sci at UBC; "Athletics in Can. Univs." 
Dips PHN, OPN, Physiotherapy, MSc, report author. 
MN. 
Arts & Science: Phyllis Blakeley - asst. archivist, N.S.; Goudge 
BA, BMus Ed., BEd. author. 

T.A. Goudge - prom. Can. philosopher. 
G.F.G. Stanley• prom. Can. historian. 
J. W. Brayley - ex-CP bureau chief; prom. 

jnist. 
Medicine: Claude Fortier• Fortier 
MD physiologist; Sci. Cncl TasJc Force on 

Research chairman. 
Law: Mr. Justice Emmett Hall - Ex- Sup. Ct. Hall 
LLB,LLM. Innis MacLeod - former dep. Att-Gen. and 

N .S. Cabinet secretary. 

the Science Council's Task Force on Research in 
Canada. Active in physiology and science societies, 
he was president of the Royal Society of Canada, 
1974-75. In 1970 he became a Companion of the 
Order of Canada. 

Mt. Brayley was born in Saint John, N.B. and 
joined the Saint John Times-Globe as a ~neral re-
porter in 1931. He b~came sports editor in 1933. 

In 1936 he joined Associated Press in London, 
transferred to The Canadian Press, remaining in 
London until 1941. During the Second World War he 
served CP in Montreal and Ottawa, and in 1946 was 
appointed Chief of the agency's Atlantic bureau in 

' Halifax. His reporting career ranged from the routine 
of local "beats" to pre-war activity in Europe, 
Parliamentary coverage, royal tours, the Gouzenko 
spy case, the Suez crisis and the Korean war. 

In 1953 he joined CBC Maritimes' radio program, 
Neighbourly News, and for more than 20 years was 
heard on a Sunday morning by thousands of 
Maritimers. 

Mr. Brayley, an active conservationist, is a 
member of the Advisory Counci'I of National and Pro-
vincial Parks Association, and a founding member of 
the National Campers and Hikers Association. He 
was also a founding m_ember of the Halifax Junior 
Bengal Lancers, the Nova Scotia Opera Association, 
Halifax Symphony and Ballet associations and the 
Neptune Theatre. He retired from both CP and CBC 
at the end of last year. 

Mr. Justice Hall was born in Quebec but moved to 
Saskatoon when he was 12. He was educated at the 
University of Saskatchewan, called to the Bar in 1922 
and appointed a KC in 1935, being active in trials 
and appeals. 

He was appointed chief justice of the Queen's 
Bench Court for Saskatchewan in 1957 and four years 
later became the province's chief justice. In 1962 he 
was appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada, 
retiring from the Bench in 1973. 

Mr. Justice Hall was appointed chairman of the 
Royal Commission on Health Serivces in 1961, and 

.. three years later became chairman of the Committee 
on Aims and Objectives for Education in Ontario; 
from that latter post, came the "Living and Learn-
ing" report of 1968. 

He was active in Saskatchewan law societies and 
the Canadian Bar Association, and lectured in law at 
his alma 1p.ater. In 1966 he became the first Canadian 
to win the Bronfman award from the American 
Public Health Association for public health achieve-
ment. 

Mr. MacLeod was born in Sydney and ed·ucated at , 
Mount Allison and Dalhousie (LLB), following which 
he practised law in Sydney from 1938 to 1948. At 
Sydney he was active in community affairs. 

In 1948 he joined the civil service as solicitor for the 
Nova Scotia Department of Mines and the Depart-
ment of the Provincial Secretary. In 1950 he was ap-
pointed solicitor to the Department of the Attorney 
General and also a Civil Service Commissioner, and 
six years later became Administrator to the Premier 
and in 1966, Clerk of the Executive Council. 

Mr. MacLeod was appointed deputy Attorney 
General in 1969 and in 1972 became deputy minister 
of the Executive Council Office and Secretary to the 
Cabinet, until his retirement last year. 

Appointed a QC in 1957, Mr. MacLeod was admit-
ted a member of the Order of Canada in 1971 and 
became an officer of the Order a year later. During 
his public service he acted as adviser to the Nova 
Scotia government at federal-provincial fiscal and 
constitutional conferences. 

Saint Francis Xavier 
honors Dr. Stewart 

St. Francis Xavier honored two distinguished 
Maritimers at its convocation last Sunday. Receiving 
honorary degrees were Roland H. Sherwood, Pictou 
author, historian and broadcaster, and Dr. C.B. Stewart, 
former Dean of Medicine and Vice-President (Health 
Sciences) at Dalhousie. 

3 honored by SMU 
Coil.vocation will be a highlight of Saint Mary's 175th 

anniverary celebrations next week, when 600 students 
will receive degrees and three honorary degrees will be 
awarded. 

Arts, Science and Engineering students will graduate 
in the morning, and Students of the Faculties of 
Commerce and Education and Master's graduates will 
receive their degrees in the afternoon. 

The honorary degrees will be conferred on representa-
tives of three constituencies which have been historically 
associated with the operation of Saint Mary's University. 

Representing the Irish Christian Brothers, who were 
administrators and teachers at Saint Mary's from 1913 to 
1940, Very Rev. Justin L. Kelty, Superior General of the 
Order in Rome, will receive his degree in the morning. 

The contribution of the Jesuit priests, who were 
responsible for the operation of the university from 1940 
to 1970, will also be recognized at the morning 
convocation when the honorary degree is conferred upon 
the Very Rev. Terence G. Walsh, S.J., Provincial 
Superior of English-speaking Jesuits in Canada. 

Representing a segment of the corporate community, 
which has consistently encouraged and supported 
universities, chairman and president of the Royal Bank 
of Canada, W. Earle McLaughlin, will be awarded his 
honorary degree at the afternoon ceremony. 

MSVU - Casgrain 
The Hon. Therese F. Casgrain will receive an !Jonorary 

degree from Mount Saint Vincent University on Sunday. 
A strong feminist, Mme. Casgrain is often credited with 
having won, almost single-handedly, the right for women 
in Quebec, to vote. 

For years she was a leader of the Quebec CCF (later 
NOP) party. From October, 1970 until her retirement in 
July, 1971 she was a member of the Senate. 
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The zon_ing issue 
By Kate Carmichael 

Dalhousie has again gone to bat against the city over 
zoning changes in the area adjacent to the main 
Dalhousie campus. 

Last month, Dalhousie began its appeal against a city 
bylaw change in the zoning of all R-2 zones in the City of 
Halifax. The change makes it no longer legal for 
Dalhousie to use future land acquisitions for institutional 
or institutional-related uses without a public hearing and 
a rezoning of the land in question by the city. 

While the new bylaw makes Dalhousie's use of houses 
in the R-3 areas around the campus legal, it also 
prohibits changes in their use (except back to residential) 
without public hearings and rezoning. The rezoning 
would have to be in both cases· to the Parks and 
Institutional (P-1) category. 

The City: 

Concerned about 
loss of potential 
tax revenue 

Concerned about the loss of potential tax revenues, 
Halifax City Council asked city staff to report on the 
advisability of rezoning university land. Th~ purpose of 
the request was to determine if this action would allow 
for future control over purchases by the university for its 
own use. 

The city staff reported back that most college and 
university property within Halifax was zoned as Park and 
Institutional. However, in the case of Dalhousie 
University there are several properties used for teaching 
purposes which are located in the R-3 (residential) zone. 
The Nova Scotia College of Art and Design was also 
reported as an exception being location in a C-2 
(commerical) zone. 

This state of affairs resulted from an earlier bylaw 
which allowed universities to erect, alter or use buildings 
within areas zoned R-2 through C-3 for university 
activities. City staff recommended that this earlier bylaw 
be rescinded, thereby precluding further development or 
growth by Dalhousie in the R-3 zone surrounding the 
main campus. 

A public hearing was called on Nov. 3, 1976 to 
consider these changes. On Dec. 16, 1976 the changes 
were made final and 30 days 'Yere given for any party to 
appeal the decision. . 

The Board of Governors of Dalhousie decided to 
exercise the university's right to appeal. On Feb. 1, 1977 . 
a letter from the Board of Governors to City Council 
made the appeal formal. 

At the hearing before the Provincial Planning Appeal 
Board two lines were formed. One was the university and 
the other, the city and Ward 2 residents. 

Ward 2 residents: 

Critical of Dal's 
"encroachment" in 
the last 15 years 

The residents of Ward 2 have lo~g felt that Dalhousie 
has encroached on their neighbourhood. 

Mrs. Jones, president of Ward 2 Residents' Council, 
says that over the past 15 years, Dalhousie has bought 
much of the land bounded by Coburg, South, Robie and 
the railroad tracks west of Oxford with no clear plan of 
development. 

She is quick to say she is not totally opposed to the 
university, often using and enjoying the facilities offered 
by the campus, but she does not see what she says is the 
need for the continual, seemingly indiscriminate 'buying 
of properties by the university. 

What the residents want, she says, is some structured 
planning on the part of the university as to the direction 
of its growth, and perhaps most important, some input 
on the part of the residents toward the direction of 
growth, 

The residents are also concerned that the levelling off 
of enrolments will decrease the land needs of the univer-
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Section from the City of Halifax Zoning Map (March, 1976). 

sity. This will put the university, they feel, in the position 
of selling some of the land they have acquired to private 
developers for a variety of uses, -

Bouncing off the Quinpool Road fight, members of the 
Ward 2 Residents' Council have had years of experience 
in the area of development control and so have develope'd 
a definite sophistication. 

"We start at the top now", said Mrs. Jones. But, she 
added, at the top at Dalhousie "there is no one at home". 

With each conversation with the university president, 
the vice-presidents or the university planner, a consistent 
answer was not always forthcoming. She rationalizes this 
by saying that Dalhousie is a bureacracy too large for 
the left hand to know what the right hand is doing, but 
still she gets little consolation from that fact. 

She wonders if the buying of property by the university 
has operated in a haphazard and uninformed way. 

Mrs. Jones feels that with the zoning bylaw change, 
Dalhousie will plan its growth better and through public 
hearings the local residents will find a way of influencing 
the university's development. 

Some . residents contacted within the Dalhousie 
neighbourhood declined to be interviewed. I did, 
however, manage to talk to three residents. Each felt that 
Dalhousie could, in the past, have been accused of being 
poor neighbour, but that improvements had been made 
recently which relieved the situation. 

When asked if they felt that the . value of their 
properties had been lowered by Dalhousie's proximity, 
they were quick to say "yes" because the only real,,.,.. 
potential buyer was Dalhousie. 

A talk to a large, local real estate agent contradicts 
this. The agent said that proximity to Dalhousie did not, 
in his estimation, lower the value of the property. He felt 
that Dalhousie in itself, with its large staff, offered a 
clientele to draw upon. It was a prime area he added, 
close not only to Dalhousie but also to the hospitals and 
the downtow:n area. 

The University: 

"We don't agree 
we should be 
confined" - MacKay 

Vice-President Andy MacKay has represented the 
university throughout the appeal hearings. 

Dr. MacKay is critical of the concept held by many 
that universities should be confined to a main campus 
area. As the universities grow, so must the area. As the 
budgets are tightened, the availabilty of money to build 
tall buildings and take up less space diminishes; and so 
the university must adapt to the existing buildings. 

Jim Skyes, the university planner, agrees with Dr. 
MacKay on this point. Skyes said that uni¥ersity 
growth should not be confined by the community. 

Dr. MacKay went on to point out that the university, 
over the past few years, had made a special effort to 
maintain a high standard in appearance of the 

neighbourhood. 
Dr. MacKay did not seem convinced that a resolution 

passed by City Council on March 25, 1976 would solve 
the .university's problems. The resolution said in part 
" ... that the City of Halifax serves notice that, in its 
opinion, the University zone lies .between Coburg Road 
and South Street, from Oxford Street through to the 
hospital area ... ". 

Dr. MacKay pointed out that not all the property 
owned by Dalhousie was within these boundaries. Mr. 
Skyes added that City Council was not necessarily tied 
to the resolutions it passed. 

Dr. MacKay remembers the zoning changes made 
for the heating plant, and the relative ease with which 
the rezoning was acquired. Today is different. Then, 
the residents didn't ask to see the plans. Now though 
they would want to see them for sure. "I'm glad they 
didn't want to then", he added. 

Dr. MacKay went on to talk about the sports centre 
fight. "We learned a hard lesson there", he said. 
"Never again will we go to the public with plans 
without a building permit. In the case of the sports 
complex, the city changed the zoning of the area when 
they realized Dalhousie's plans. We would ~ver let 
that happen again." 

Dr. MacKay did say that there are no specific buying 
plans or policies used by the university. There is a 
master plan whose boundaries have not been crossed 
by the university, but the buying of properties within 
those boundaries have not been crossed by the 
university, but the buying of properties within those 
boundaries is done as the need arises and the land 
becomes available. 

Answering the fear of the residents that Dalhousie 
could in the future sell large lots of land to private 
developers, Dr. MacKay pointed out that the land 
south of Robie was restricted to development involving 
no more that 125 people to the acre. North of Robie the 
number is 250 per acre. 

When asked about the criticism that there appeared 
to be a lack of co-ordination of information within the 
university, Dr. MacKay agreed this could be a problem 
but he was not sure that the responsibility should fall in 
one office or on the shoulders of one individual. 

''This is a large university and as with others of its 
size, responsibilities in the area of growth and 
development fall across many offices." 

He hopes for future involvement by the university's 
neighbours in the planning of the university's growth, 
but does not feel, however, that public hearings and con-
tinuous requests for rezoning should be the avenue for 
this input. . 
universities, residents, and the city; the public hearing 
and the subsequent appeal, the Nova Scotia College of 
Art and Design had shown no apparent interest in the 
proceedings. 

A letter was sent by the city prior to the beginning of 
proceedings to the president of the College, Gary 
Kennedy, explaining the zoning changes and their 
effects. In the case of the college changes or expansion 
of their uses at Historic Properties, to, will require 
public hearings and rezoning. 

The college is now consulting its lawyers to see what 
action it should take. It is, however, too late for the 
college to exercise it right to appeal the city decision. 

The Provincial Appeals Board will make its decision 
in the Dalhousie appeal in the near future. 

)l'I 
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Telling it like it is ... 

On Dalhousi(;!' s special role: "Most obvious is our 
concern with oceanography and marine studies and 
the significance of our centre for oceanography and 
marine biology and geology studies, which has at-
tracted nationl'\I and international recognition. We 
believe that even a region not as opulent . as some 
others should ' make. an effort to support research, and 
this is easy for , us to justify when one considers Nova 
Scotia's or thef M,aritime provinces' involvement -with 
the sea, and the pr~blems that relate to the sea." , 

' · .. -; Dr. Henry D. Hicks. addressing 
MPHEC at its public hearings last month. 

* 
Telling it like it is ... 

"E¥en though the . level of support accorded to the 
Nova Scotia universities is generally something like a 
7.2 per cent increase rather than the 12.5 per cent 
spending increase the Government of Nova Scotia 
itself could not avoid, this means that in effect the 
proportion of provincial government support for post-
secondary education has diminished ... We have not 
kept pace with the growing budget of the province 
and if this continues for long, the situation will 
become intolerable if it isn't already intolerable." 

· - Dr. Henry D. Hicks. addressing 
the MPHEC at its public hearings last month. 

* -;-'C}. 

Telling it like it is ... 

On the N.S. government's cutting the MPHEC 
recommendation of an 11.5 per cent increase in the 
operating grant for universities in 1977-78 to bet-
ween 7 and 8 per cent: "I hope that you will ,be aware 
of this serious s'fa1:e of affairs and the likelihood of • 
discrediting the "commission and its integrity if this 
sort of thing continues for very long. I don't know 
what you can do about it, but if you can't do 
anything, then a serious re-examination of the role, in-
deed the very existence of the MPHEC, may have to 
be made." , 

- Dr. Henry D. _Hicks. addressing the 
MPHEC at its public hearings last month. 

African Studies 
Centre "normal" 
-but thriving 

Doing what conies naturally is perhaps .the best way to 
describe the activities .of the Centre for .African .Studies. 
Director Rowland • Smith explains that the Centre is 
carrying out its normal and prescribed routine. 

In doing so, faculty and students ·are performing these 
routine functions' exceedingly well, writes Roselle Green. 

One of the · 'more visible aspects of! , the Centre's 
undertakings are·; the biweekly afternoon • graduate 
seminars. Typical of the content are three recent papers 
prepared on So\Ithern Africa. All three reflect the strong 
interest among Centre members in this particular area. 

Presenters were Kenneth Heard, Bridglal Pachai ·and 
Rowland Smith. 

Dr. Heard's paper illustrated the inter-relatedness of 
South Africa's'domestic and foreign politics, using the 
country's changing relations with Portugal and 
Mozambique as examples. ' 

Historian Pachai discussed the implications of 
Transkeian independence - the first of South Africa's 
bantustans to achieve such status. . · 

An essay prepared by Dr. Smith dealt with South 
African literature written in English. 
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His temporary 
job lasted 
31 years 

John Schram, caretaker at Howe Hall, will retire thts 
summer after 31 yellrs \\{th the university_--

At a special presentation last month the students, 
throu.gh Howe Hall Residence Council, gave him a 
rotisserie barbecue and lawn chairs. Mrs. Schram 
received a bouquet of roses. . 

Born in Denmark, he moved with his family to · New 
Brunswick and went to work in the lumber mills. It was 
there he lost his right arm. 

He moved to Halifax during the Second W or!d War 
and began his career at Dalhousie. He. started as a 
caretaker in Mulgrave Park, which then housed Dal 
married students. Mr. Schram still has in !;tis possession 
the letter from the late Dr. A.E. Kerr saying his position 
at Dal would only be temporary, about three years at 
most. · -

Before moving to Howe Hall in 1961 he worked at 
various locations in the university. Mr. Schram has seen 
many changes during his years at the residence. In the .-
early days, besides himself, there was one cleaner and 
three maids for the 157 students. Now with expansion, 
there are over 560 students, four porters, seven cleaners 
and eight maids. "The early days," said Mr. Schram, 

Her evening shift 
/~sted 25 years 

Well-known Killam Library employee Olga Martell 
h_,as retired after 25 years of manning the circulation 
desk's evening shift, September through April. 

"I enjoyed both my work at the Killam anq the 
students tremendously", said Mrs. Martell. " 

DuriI).g her years at Dalhousie, M.rs. Marteil, a widow, 
saw her two children graduate, son George (BA '62) and 
daughter Jan (BA '64). 

Mrs. Martell has been guest of honor at a Killam 
senior staff luncheon, a Killam Library staff party and a 
circulation department dinner. 

"Once September comes I'll have to start re-arranging 
my life", said Olga. One thing she does have in mind is to 
catch up on all those evening concerts she has missed at 
the Rebecca Cohn. · 
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Mr. and Mrs. John S~hram. (A/V Services) 

"were lils:e heaven - no beer in the hallowed hall and 
wom~n allowed only 10 feet past the front entrance." 

He'll miss the students, many of whom are sons of 
students he knew in earlier days, but both he and his wife 
are looking forward to leaving Howe Hall this summer 
and retiring to Porter's Lake, where he plans to make 
good use of his barbecue and lawn chairs. 

Olga Martell (A/V Services) 

(A/V Services) 

C.M:Jt.1 WHmoth, (centre) Canadian representative of the Combined Medical Service - Gode Project, last month 
presented a pair of mule-hide samJals to the Centre for African Studies. The sandals, made with tools provided by 
·Canadian aid, were pr9duced by · refugees from the· Ethiopian famine. Dr. Rowland Smith, director of the centre 
and E:-O.Erim, seminar organizer for the centre, are shown with Mr. Wilmoth. _, · · 

In addition to "in-house" papers, the Centre has heard 
from visitors representing the Department of External 
Affairs as well as dignitaries from African states. 

The Centre, which draws on the expertise of a number 
of departments to put its program together, will offer an 
undergraduate multi-disciplinary · class in African 
Studies in -the fall. It will focus primarily on Southern 
Africa. 

Two publications in the Dalhousie African Studies 
series continue to receive wide acceptance in the 
academic community. Black Loyalists: The Search for a 
Promised Land in Nova Scotia and Sierra Leone, 
authored by James Walker; and Exile and Tradition: 
Studies in African and Caribbean Literature, "edited by 
Dr. Smith, were both favorably reviewed in The Times 
Literary Supplement. · 
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PUBLICATIONS 

· Honour among (the Russfari tribes o.f) thieves 
Thieves in the USSR-A Social Phenomenon 
by Yuri Glazov. 
Survey, No. 1 (98) Winter, 1976. 
Eastern· Press Ltd., London, 15 pp. 

This paper examines prison aristocracy and attempts 
to show how prison culture in Russia is akin to Soviet 
society. 

Thieves are defined not as ordinary pickpockets or 
robbers but rather as "honoured members of a powerful 
underground crime institution.'_' . Although much has 
been written about prison camps in Russia, Glazov says 
there has been no book or article to date written on this 
peculiar tribe of Soviet society. 

He describes them as an esoteric sect, a fearless 
brotherhood functioning within the prison subculture. 
Operating by an unwritten law, thieves' behaviour 
conforms to a rigid code and prescribed rules. From the 
revolutionary period until the end of the 1950s they 
P.layed an important part in the history of Soviet society. 

For three decades, Glazov observes, the Soviet 
authorities treated the trib!! fairly mildly, using the 
thieves clan shrewdly in. their dealings with 
revolutionaries. Among these was the Russian 
intelligentsia. 

Glazov asserts that the thieves were indeed useful to 

the state in the post-revolutionary period. He says the 
extremes of the new society produced a layer of people 
who, with all their wild nature and unbelievable cruelty, 
helped to stabilize the new social structure. Moreover, 
the phenomenon of thieves gave support to the notion 
that honour and dignity can survive, albeit in peculiar 
forms, under the most horrible circumstances. 

The Passing of a Year ... The Russian World Viewed 
from America, also written by Glazov, appeared in 
Studies in Soviet Thought 15 (1975) and was published 
by D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht-Holland. 
It describes Glazov's impressions of the Russian and 
Western (American) society in 1973, one year after he 
emigrated from Russia. Glazov notes the similarities 
only briefly but expands at some length on the 
significant differences. 

Early in the article he outlines one of his goals. "I 
want to immerse myself in Western society and hope to 
comprehend the culture of another world and to arrange 
a means of communicating between Russia and the 
West." 

After identifying for his readers three walls which 
separate the two societies, he is still confident that the 
Russian intelligentsia has a role to play in bringing the 
two sides closer together in their understanding of each 

Malevolent 
benefactors 

What's Wrong With the Mental Health Movement 
by K. Edward Renner 
Chicago: Nelson-Hall, Inc., 1975 

This study is a powerful indictment of the mental 
health movement, and especially of psychotherapists, 
whom the author calls malevolent benefactors. 

Psychologist Renner focuses his attention on 
practitioners who make decisions concerning patients 
with an air of certainty that is neither scientific or 
helpful, but rather, in many cases, potentially harmful 
to human ':Yell-being. 

Some of the decisions relate to such critical matters as 
whether to hospitalize, administer electro-convulsive 
shock treatment, commit to a state hospital, or just to 
ignore the patient. The author maintains that decisions 
such as these, when unwise, may deprive the patient of 
freedom, infringe on his civil liberties, and even change 

On the waterfront: 

the nature of his philosophy of life. 
This same sense of certainty also undermines the 

advancement of scientific knowledge. "The very process 
of delivering and expanding the market-place for mental 
health services has established an apparatus with its own 
momentum which contradicts the necessary inquiry to 
justify the expanded definition and associated services," 
says Dr. Renner. 

Further, he claims that mental health practitioners 
define an ever increasing range of human events as being 
within their jurisdiction. They take under their wing 
social problems that should be attended to by people ·in 
other fields. 

The book is a highly personal account based largely on 
the author's own experience and reflection. · 

(Dr. Renner is professor of psychology at Dalhousie). 

Halifax's manpower situation 
Manpower on the Halifax Waterfront: 
Projections of Demand, Supply and Training 
Needs. 
By the Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, 
1977; 74 pp., $2.50 

This study, commissioned in 1972, examines the man-
power needs of the Port of Halifax. It was carried out at 
the request of the Joint Manpower Adjustment Commit-
tee, comprising employer representafam from the 
Maritime Employers Association, the National Har-
bours Board and the Shipping Federation of Canada; 
employee representation from the International 
Longshoreman's Association (five locals); federal 
government representation from the Department of 
Manpower and Immigration, and conducted by staff of 
the Institute of Public Affairs. 

Consistent with the guidelines, the study provides an 
inventory of available manpower (by individual) in 1972; 

·characteristics of the workforce by union in 1972; actual 
and projected tonnages for 1971 and 1976 respectively, 
converted to the number of jobs provided; those ap-
proaching pensionable age and the pension 
arrangements; the shortfall and oversupply of labour by 
union; the need and availability of training programs for 
the waterfront workers. 

Although the terms of reference for the study was 
clearly an assessment of manpower needs and re-
quirements on the Halifax waterfront, those involved in 
conducting the investigation made -some significant 
observations on the implications of the study with 
reference to labour-management relations and its im-
pact on sustained future growth of the port. 

The Institute has undertaken to publish the report at 
this -time in the hope that a "broader public familiarity 
with the issues may help to dispel some of the lingering 
misunderstanding and antipathy that resulted from the 
lock-out in 1976." 

other ... that this group can help construct bri°dges from 
Russia to the West. 

In yet another paper, he continues with the 
comparative technique to make his point. The article 
entitled Samizdat:* Background to Dissent, appeared in 
Survey, No. 1(86) Winter 1973 and was published by 
Ilford House, London. In this piece Glazov examines 
four generations of Russian society all of whom are alive 
and living together in the 1960s. All have divergent 
attitudes to people, to the family, to love, to labour and 
leisure, to the West and to Russia's past. All interact 
within society, each being endowed with its own set of 
characteristics. There are, as Prof. Glazov points out, 
obvious incompatabilities between the generations. 
These are reflected in the rise and composition of 'circles 
of friends.' Out of circles such as these arose the voice of 
dissent the petition-signing intelligentsia. 
Unfortunately a division developed here as well, leaving 
only those designated as dangerous to speak out "on 
man's right to freedom and personal belief ... the right to 
publish abroad ... the right to assert all rights granted by 
law.'' 
"'uncensored literature 
(Professor Glazov is chairman of the Department of Russian at 
Dalhousie). 

Professor Charles Schandl, whose work, Theory of 
Auditing, has been accepted for publication by Dean 
Robert Sterling (Rice University, Houston, Texas) the 
editor of Scholars Book Co. 

Described by Dean Sterling as an important work, it 
will appear in September as one of the titles in the 
Accounting Classics series. 

Personality study 
best from many 

point of view 
The Psychology of Personality. 
by J.S. Wiggins, K. Edward Renner, G.L. Clore & R.J. 
Rose. . 
Reading, Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1977, 705 pp. \Y' 

This text (the newest edition of a 1971 work) provides 
the student-with a balanced introduction to the field of 
personality study. 

The main thrust of the work is that personality is best 
considered from many, often cqnflicting points of view. 
Four alternate viewpoints - biological, experimental, 
social, and psychometric, are treated in depth. These are 
applied to the subject of areas of dependency, 
aggression, sexuality, and competence. 

Representative findings are presented from various 
sources in a manner which allows the student to develop 
an appreciation of the nature of personality research. 
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Nova Scotia's Compleat Angler: Frank Parke_r Day 
In 1929 Frank Parker Day was approaching the 

pinnacle of a most distinguished career. Behind him lay 
military honours - he was instrumental in the 
recruitment and training of the 185th Infantry Battalion, 
The Cape Breton Highlanders, and had been promoted, 
on the battlefield of Amiens, to the rank of Colonel; no 
mean success as an author - he had published two 
novels - River Of Strangers and Rockbound, and a 
philosophical tract cum autobiography, The Autobiog-
raphy Of A Fisherman; and outstanding achievements 
as an academic - not only was he a Rhodes Scholar, 
obtaining his MA at Christ Church College, Oxford, but 
he had taught a't U.N.B. and the Carnegie Institute of 
Technology, becoming, in 1928, President of Union 
University at Schenectady. 

To the islanders of Ironbound in Lunenburg County, 
however, Day's stature as a public figure didn't distract 
them from denouncing him as a reprobate and atheist, 
a Judas Iscariot who had forsaken and betrayed his 

c. 1905: Frank Parker Day, . 
Rhodes Scholar at Christ 
Church, Oxford. 

native province. Nor did they feel obliged to keep these 
views to themselves. On the contrary, indignant over 
what they perceived as an immoral and unjust portrayal 
of their community in Day's most compelling novel, 
Rockbound, they censured the author in an open letter 
to the Lunenburg Progress-Enterprise in 1929, 
declaring that the book was "unfit for the reading of 
anyone with pure th,:mghts and high ideals of life." 

The irony of that closing remark is not lost on anyone 
who has even leafed through the papers of Frank 
Parker Day which were recently acquired by the 
Dalhousie University .Archives. What this wealth of 
material, consisting of letters, photographs, manu-
scripts, scrapbooks and memorabilia reveals, is a man 
who pursued the loftiest of ideals with a single-
mindedness unmatched by most men. 

Given the cynicism of today, talk of ideals has a 
hollow ring to it for some, and, certainly, no one seems 
especially concerned about purity of any kind; 
nevertheless, Day, like many of his contemporie!i, 
didn't shrink from these concepts. To him, ideals were 
fundamental to a meaningful life. 

Of course, the ideals of one man are not necessarily 
those of another. What separated Day from a good 
number of his contemporaries, was an unwillingness to 
confuse ideals with narrow propriety. What Day 
particularly detested - and he shared this bias with his 
father, Rev. George Day, a Methodist parson - was 
unctuous, ascetic Christianty, the creed which acted as ._ 
a dead hand, restricting life and denying nature. 

It isn't necessary to delve very far into the papers 
that constitute the Day Collection to see that Day 
upheld two convictions above all others - love of. 
nature and love of man, naturalism and humanism. 
These two credos were the chief mediating influences 
not only on his life, but his fiction as well. 

_Day's career as an academic speaks for itself - he 
was brilliant. However, academe wasn't his only 
domain. A robust, physical man - he won the 
Oxford-Cambridge heavyweight championship while at 
Christ Church - Day knew Nature intimately, 
spending whatever time he could in his second home -
the wood~; both hunting and, of course, fishing. The 
latter activity was a life time obsession, in fact, it 
approached a religion with him. 

Day's love for nature represents, in part, a search for 
simplicity, a search which he carried over into his 
dealings with men. His humanism, like that of Burns, 
bespeaks an unshakable faith in man's dignity, 
regardless of his station in life . 

Dalhousie Archives 
acquires his papers 

by John Bell -

1916: Col. Frank Parker Day and Mabel 
Day (Nee Killam). 

In the novels, the manuscripts of which now reside at 
Dalhousie these same beliefs find expression in Day's 
thematic conflicts: nature vs. civilization, the spiritual 
vs. the physical', and pagan naturalism vs. · austere . 
Christianity. Thus, we find all Day's novels set in 
nature, often at its harshest. Here, he could strip his 
characters of the false accoutrement of civilization, 
until against a stark, primal background they displayed 
their humanity in its simple beauty and tragedy. This 
characteristic combination of setting and t_heme, 
together with his profound abilities as a writer, made 
for very powerful, elemental fiction. 

It is not difficult to see why Day's work was_ so 
reprehensible to those who required that fiction be 
cluttered up with stern moralizing. Such misguided 
didacticism was anathema to Day who approached his 
fellow man with a generous relativism and keen sense 
of the demands of necessity. Day's faith lay in people 
and their capacity for love, not lifeless dogma. 

Still, if the outrage of the h·ate lronbound residents is 
readily understandable, the long years of neglect of 
Day's fiction by academics and general readers alike, is 
much less accountable. The fact tbat this trend has 
recently been reversed and interest in Day is -
increasing, owes much to Dalhousie's A.R. Bevan who 
first endeavoured to rekindle interest in the author 
almost 20 years ago. (Dalhousie also provided Day with 
a much earlier champion - Archibald MacMechan.) 

' 

1929: Delivering the 
acceptance speech at his 
formal inairguratiou as 
President of Union University, 
Schenectady. 

The fact that Day's private papers are now available 
for the scrutiny of scholars, and other admirers of his 
work, will certainly lead to even greater attention being 
focussed on the career of a man who is one of Canada's 
major writers. Furthermore, in addition to the material 
pertaining to Day's four published books, the collection 
contains a number of unpublished manuscripts which 
will undoubtedly serve to reveal facets of his genius 
hitherto unknown. 

It should also be noted that interest in the Frank 
Parker Day Collection is not restricted to students of 
Canadian literature. Day's contributions to Nova Scotia 
were not only of a literary nature, for, despite hg long 
tenure in the U.S., he managed to play an active role in 
the social history of the province as well. Thus, 
although ill-health forced him to step down from the 
presidency of Union University in 1933, Day's 
retirement in Yarmouth should not be misconstrued as 
inactivity; far from it. In the years which followed until 
his death in 1950, Day served as business manager of 
the Yarmouth Hospital, organized the Command Office 
of the COTC at Mount Allison, helped in the 
establishment of a POW camp in N.B., designed a 
physical fitness program, prepared a basic English 
course for service men, devoted time to the Yarmouth 
Red Cross, and contested the Yarmouth seat in a 
provincial election for the Tories. 

Self-righteous talk about ideals is cheap, but to 
realize one's ideals during the course of a lifetime is a 
difficult, arduous task. Frank Parker Day refrained 
from the former and accomplished the latter. His life 
was one of service, The Frank Parker Day Collection is 
a record of that service. 

1931: On a cruise to Trinidad. 

DeVolpi Collection 
opens next week 

The de Volpi collection of Nova Scotia prints goes on 
display at Special Collections, second floor, Killam 
Library on May 11. 

Col. Charles de Volpi will attend a private reception 
arranged by the President's Office to officially open the 
display. Author of Nova Scotia, a Pictorial Record 
(Longman, 1974), he has also put together books of 
historical prints and illustrations for several other 
Canadian provinces. The Nova Scotia one features some 
of Dalhousie's small, but valuable collection and the 
president, Dr. Henry Hicks wrote the foreword for it. 

Over 400 prints and original engravings haye been lent 
to Dalhousie for the displ_ay. which will be up until 
mid-June. 

A Sailing Dis))lay is planned for Special Collections for 
June and July, with the Frank Parker Day material (see 
above) on exhibition later in the summer. 
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Crime in the Studio - Theatre's help to the police 

The door, they noticed, was slightly ajar. The 
uniformed policemen enter..ed the bed-sitting room 
cautiously. 

Ashtrays overflowing ... wine and beer bottles 
strewn about ... a body, a woman 's, lay limp on an 
old cot. Lovely, but lately ... 

A quick search completed, calls are made to the 
identifications section reporting a break and enter 
and theft resulting in murder and robbery. 

Otairman Lawrence: Fighting the assumption that 
theatre is better elsewhere. 

Detectiv.es arrive. An ID man preserves the scene. 
Then the lights go out. You 're not sure whether 

to scream or cheer. 
Lights up. Ah, it's still the morning of March 31, 

1977 and we 're sitting in Studio One of the 
Dalhousie Arts Centre. The "actors .. are milling 
about the "crime scene .. which is now revealed as a 
stage, constructed by the Department of Theatre. 

What we've been witnessing is a crime 
Sin:Julation. The detectives are real veterans of the 

Halifax Police Department. The corpse is not really 
dead; she's a volunteer from the department. The 
audience? A new crop of rookies. 

The Department of Theatre at Dalhousie has 
arranged crime labs for three years. Other 
simulations are done foF various community 
organizations. Sometimes theatre students are 
involved in role playing. Other times, technical 
resources are supplied. It's just another activity of 
the department ... 

.. A busy - and good - year 
for ever-growing Theatre 

.By Allison Berry 
It's been another extremely busy year for all in the 

Theatre Department. Student productions have been 
regular fare and there was a marked increase in 
departmental productions. Next year may bring even 
more as a senior acting professor will join the staff this 
summer. 

Chairman of the department, Li~nel Lawrence, 
explains: "We've been building up systematically". 

"The program has three core factors: academic 
excellence, scenographic breadth and depth, and acting 
strength." 

The last has been outpaced, acknowledges Prof. 
Lawrence, because a strong, stable department in all 
areas is needed first to counterbalance the "sparks" 
of an acting Stream. The department now has a good 
group of active students and is conducting frontier work 
in theatre. 
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"Support from the community has increased, which 
is important in our development,'' says Prof Lawrence. 

"We've had to fight the immediate assumption that 
theatre is better elsewhere. The state of g.rofessional 
theatre in Canada makes it complicated," he admits, 
"but slowly, we've been confronting that attitude and 
educating students and audiences to respect Cana1ian 
plays and enjoy experimental theatre." 

A former theatre student's comments to Lionel 
Lawrence confirms that progress has been made. 

The man, now a teacher in Halifax, has attended 
Theatre Department,productions for eight years. After 
seeing the Albee plays this winter, though, he felt 
compelled to tell Prof. Lawrence that "you never do 
what I think you should do, but in retrospect ·when I 
think of what I have seen in terms of what you have 
done, I feel a broadened, educated man." 

He added that he felt his whole sense of and 
understanding of the range of theatre had been 
consistently exercised. 

"Because we are part of the university, one of our 
key functions is to educate," says Prof. Lawrence. 
"And we hope to extend the role we play here by 
participating in graduate education." 

A proposal for a Master's in drama is undergoing 
revisions. "We want to provide an opportunity to do 
graduate studies in theatre at Dalhousie in co-operation 
with other departments." 

The Theatre Department has.' already provided 
Maritimers the chance to stay home to pursue an 
undergraduate diploma in costuming. 

"Ours is the only course in Canada where one can 
study costuming in depth," sa:rs Prof. Lawrence. 
"We'refortunate to have an artist like Robert Doyle to 
instruct'. '' . 

Prof. Lawrence speaks highly of his staff, praising 
their facility to keep abreast _ of and involved in 
professional activities. He, too;' is •·active and deeply 
committed to the development of theatre in the 
Maritimes. He is on.the Nova Scotia Drama Task Force 
originating a curriculum in theatre for high schools. He 
also participates in workshops held once a month to 
upgrade skills of those teaching developmental drama 
in secondary schools. 

DAI.JOU0lt D[P'To Of THrATl<E O No0o DEPt OF f?tCRr:ATION 

The entire faculty will be involved in the Nova Scotia 
High School Drama Festival May 11-14 which is being 
hosted for the fourth year in a row by the Theatre 
Department. 
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Eayrs among 
Summer School 

instructors 

Broadcaster-columnist-political economist 
James Eayrs. 

University of Toronto political economist James Eayrs, 
who is perhaps better known to the public as a 
newspaper columnist and radio and TV broadcaster, will 
be visiting a professor in Dalhousie's Department of 
Political Science this spring. 

He will lead a class in International Politics and 
Foreign Policy during the first Summer School session 
which begins on May 17. The class is an introductory one 
and those interested in the subject are invited to contact 
the Admissions Office with reference to registration 
procedures. 

Professor Eayrs is with the Department of Political 
Economy at the University of Toronto and is also 
co-editor of the International Journal which is published 
by the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. He is 
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada and a winner of 
the Governor-General's award for non-fiction. 

Professor Eayrs' principal writing and research 
interests are in the field of Canadian Foreign and defence 
policy. His principal academic works include: Canada in 
World Affairs: October 1955 to June 1957; The Art of 
the Possible: Government and Foreign Policy in Canada; 
The Commonwealth and Suez; and, in three volumes, In 
Defence of Canada. ,He also published a collection of 
essays on diplomacy and the diplomatic profession under 
the title, Diplomacy and its Discontents. 

Other visiting staff for the Summer School sessions 
include: 

Andrea Baker, Case Western Reserve, to instruct Sociology 
203: Deviance and Social Control. 

John A. Barnstead, Harvard Ukranian Research Institute, 
Harvard University, will be with Russian 100: Elementary 
Russiart. • 

Prof. David Coombes, director of the program on the future 
of parliamentary institutions in Europe, Hansard Society for 
Parliamentary Government, will be with Political Science 
teaching Political Science 3250: Introduction to Public 
Aministration. 

Prof. Lorraln Eden, chairman of the Economics Dept. at 
Mount Saint Vincent will teach Economics 0324: Public 
Finance. 

Prof. Alan. W. England, lecturer in drama and English at the 
University of Sheffield is with the Theatre Dept. teaching 
developmental drama. -

Dr. Raymond E.Ji!nnings, Asst. Prof. of-Philosophy at Simon 
Fraser. will instruct Philosophy 0200: Symbolic Logic. 

Prof. John F. Klein, Assoc. Prof. and chairman, Sociology 
Dept .. John Carroll University. Cleveland. will be with Sociology 
313: Sociology of Health and Illness. 
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Honors aplenty as Music steps 
up the community tempo 

By Allison Berry 

Dalhousie's Dalart Trio toured New Glasgow, Sydney 
and Liverpool in April and will be performing in a 
number of Canadian cities next season, in addition to 
regular concerts at the Arts Centre. 

Acting chairman of the Department of Music and 
cellist with the Trio, William Valleau, says that the 
department's increased emphasis on community contact 
has brought wider exposure to several modes of music 
hitherto appreciated by only a few in the area. As a 
.natural consequence, faculty and student performers 
benefited by the surge in audience support. 

Musica Antiqua, the ensemble that plays Renaissance 
compositions on a great var.iety of instruments.from that 
era, is an example of the relationship between audience 
and musician. Dalhousie students and faculty and the 
several local musicians who make up the ensemble were 
not sure how Haligonians would take to the "foreign" 
melodies ... 

They were indeed surprised when people had to be 
turned away from their November concert because the 
Great Hall of the Faculty Club was filled. Subsequent 
performances, where they were again joined by dancers 
in elaborate costume, confirmed the interest of the 
community. Their single Wolfville performance was also 
well received and a taping invitation from educational 
television producers resulted. 

Although Prof. David Wilson, director of the Musica 
Antigua Ensemble, will be on sabbatical next year - he 
will be continuing his research into the roots of "old" 
music - acquisitions of new I old Renaissance instru-
ments will go on, as will performances. 

Another example of the two-way street of cultural 
activity involves the Dalhousie Chorale. Record numbers 
turned out last fall to audition for the scheduled 
December performance of "Messiah". Haligonians 
wanted to sing and it turned out that the general public 
wanted . to listen. A capacity audience showered 
enthusiastic applause on the Chorale "Messiah". • 
Subdued in comparison was the exchange at Saint 
Mary's Basilica where "Faure Requiem" was presented 
March 19. Elvira Gonnella and Ray Grant were soloists 
with Harmon Lewis at the organ for the Easter 
celebration. Paul Murray directed the Chorale and 
Jeffery Stern conducted the Dalhousie Brass Ensemble. 

. The lesser known Symphonic Wind Ensemble played 
two free concerts this year. Members of the ensemble 
include students of the Dalhousie music department and 
other departments, students from metro schools and 
members of the community. Kenneth Elloway is 
conductor. Their Feb. 17 concert featured two 
fourth-year student conductors as well as student vocal 
soloists. 

At the 1977 Kiwanis Music Festival, music student 
Lorna MacDonald captured the Rose Bowl. Debbie 
Perrott brought more honors to the department when she 
was named runner-up. With the 1976 Rose Bowl winner, 
Patricia Cameron, they "lifted their voices" with fellow 
students and their vocal professors for the spring 
performance of ''Cosi Fan Tutte". 

Gordon Martin, Editor of Media and Education and princi-
pal in Gordon Martin Associates will instrYct Education 
4500: Media. 

Dr. John W. Mates, Dept. of Animal Physiology, University of 
California at Davis, will teach Psychology 0220: Naturalist 
Studies Behaviour. 

Asst. Prof. Derek MacLauchlln, Dept. of Education, 
University of British Columbia, instructs Education 4370: Social 
Psychology. 

Dr. Timothy Roper, Lecturer. Cambridge. will teach 
Psychology 0100: Introduction to Psychology. 

Dr. Roger K. Thompson, graduate research assistant in 
psychology at the University of Hawaii, will be teaching 
Psychology 0218: Contemporary Approach to Learning. 

Dr. Laurence Weinstein, Prof. of Psychology, UNB, instructs 
Psychology 0200: Problems in Experimental Psychology. 

Prof. Glynne W. Wickham, Prof. of Drama, Uniyersity of 
Bristol. teaches English 0227: Comedy and Satire. 

Students and faculty of the department joined forces 
with the Department of Theatre during Christmas break 
to tour provincial schools with "Amahl and the Night 
Visitors". The Dalhousie Opera Workshop seems to be 
swelling in numbers as community response heightens. 

Faculty members like Jeff Morris inspire both groups. 
Prof. Morris sang in the National Arts Centre's "Comedy 
on the Bridge" last November. In January, he gave two 
performances with the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony 
Orchestra and in February was in Thunder Bay with that 
city's symphony. · 

Like his colleagues, he also accepts invitations from 
the Atlantic Symphony Orchestra. 

William Tritt, pianist and member of the Dalart Trio 
will be guest artist with the ASO during the 1977-78 
season. 

Violinist Philippe Djokic, also of the Trio, will appear 
in the fall as soloist with ASO for a special concert which 
will be re-broadcast over the CBC Radio network. 

Prof. Djokic was awarded first prize in the string 
category of the CBC Radio Competition held in Quebec 
City in April. As the grand prize winner, he received 
$3,000 and will be appearing on CBC television. 

In December, he will solo with the Zagreb · and 
Belgrade Philharmonic orchestras (Yugoslavia) and in 
the spring of 1978, will do a recital tour of the Eastern 
European countries with. his wife, pianist Lynn Stodola. 

Prof. Stodola was one of several performing faculty 
who gave individual recitals this year at the Cohn. 
Students of the department gave free concerts 
throughout the year, with graduating individuals 
attracting sizeable audiences for their final recitals in 
April. 

Honors awarded music faculty were many and varied 
this year. Jim Faraday, for instance, who is part-time 
with the department and percussionist with the ASO, 
was invited by sitar master Ravi Shankar to tour with 
him through Quebec. · 

Murphy's Law, the jazz / experimental music group 
featured a wide range of musical experiences that 
impressed even the "traditional types", bringing them 
back to other concerts to "harmonize" their scorecard. 

• Next year, under a new chairman who is to be 
appointed this summer, it is hoped that publicity for and 
about the Department of Music will be co-ordinated and 
expanded and so foster awareness of the array of cultural 
opportunities available. 

Richard Wilmot of the Evaluation Studies Dept. Addiction 
Research Foundation, will teach Sociology 0321: Criminology. 
Assoc. Prof. Sarah Keller of Eastern Washington State College 
will be with the Anthropology Dept. teaching Anthropology 100: 
Introduction to Anthropology. 

Prof. Peter McCreath, Atlantic Institute of Education, 
teaches Education 5560: Canadian Studies. 

Prof. Elizabeth Langly, University of Ottawa. instructs 
Theatre 0202: Modern Dance. 

Prof. Bernard Richard, Dept. of English, Brown University, 
will teach English 0229: Victorian Literature. 

WUllam Gates of the Public Service Commission. Halifax. will 
teach Commerce 0324: Labor Relations. 

Assoc. Prof. Daniel Brown, Oregon State University (TBA); 
and 

Prof. Robert Valson, Dept. of Political Studies. Mount Saint 
Vincent, will be teaching two courses. Education 5420: The 
Political Economy of Education; and Education 5440: 
Contemporary Issues in Educational Administration. 
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The failure of governments 
Following is a partial text of the brief presented to 

the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission 
by Association of Atlantic Universities at the MPHEC's 
public hearing in Halifax last month. 

''The AAU- appreciates the difficulties and accom'-
plishments of the MPHEC in its first three years. The 
original proposal for a regional commission came from 
the AAU, and the AAU continues to hope that a single 
commission could make better use of resources than 
three independent provincial commission.s. Inevitably, 
however, the universities' final opinion of the MPHEC 
will depend upon the degree to which the three 
governments and the universities themselves accept its 
recommendations. · 

"The commission has tried to tackle a number of 
questions of great political and practiciil complexity. 
The different patterns Qf development of higher 
education in the three provinces make it difficult, 
sometimes undesirable, to move quickly to common 
positions on such matters as student aid, operatin~ and 
capital financing, and the length of a baccalaureate 
degree. The situation is even more difficult in view of 
the projected decreases in enrolments. The drop in 
school enrolments has already resulted in problems in 
the supply of, and demand for, graduates of teache, 
education programmes, ' perhaps a foretaste of 
problems to come in _other disciplines. 

''The public debate, sometimes heated, on such 
difficult problems as the best provision of higher 
education in the French language, the location of the 
veterinary college, and regional funding is natural, 
perhaps desirable, but it does not make the 
commission's task easier. · 

"The commission's problems are not made any 
easier by the ina~lity of the members of the AAU 
Council to agree on some key issues. The individual 
institutions, like the MPHEC, have a responsibility to 
the region, but they also have responsibilities to 
themselves, their histories, their alumni, and what one 
might call their constituents. 

"Given the difficulties in providing staff time in 
relatively small institutions, the AAU believes that its 
member institutions have tried to provide the 
information required on enrolments, finances, space, 
programmes, etc. We believe that jointly with the 
MPHEC we have made considerable progress in 
sharing information, plans, and resources. · 

"One disappointment in regard to planning this year 
was the lateness in providing final grants information to 
universities. The AAU hopes it can be given an 
approximation of funding levels three years in advance, 
with specific information at least six months b.efore the 
start of a new fiscal year. 

"We recognize that co-operation among the AAU 
institutions, and among the AAU institutions and the 
commission, will be even more important as we face 
the very difficult problems of shifting enrolment 
patterns and an aging faculty. We know that the 
MPHEC is fully aware of the problems we face, but we 
think it important to re-state them, to re-emphasize that 
the usefulness of the MPHEC depends upon the 
acceptance of its advice. 

"The AAU is seriously concerned about the failure of 
the governments to come close to accepting the 
commission's advice on operating grants for 1977-78. 

"Given the fact that the level of operating support 
has effectively shrunk in each of the three years the 
commission has advised the Council of Maritime 
Premiers on funding, the difference between the 7 per 
cent global increase in operating funds and the 11.5 per 
cent recommended by the commission makes us doubt 
that the governments are listening to the MPHEC. 

"The grants for 77-78 will almo.st certainly mean fee 
increases for most institutions (when our fees are 
already the highest in the country) and some reduction 
in academic services. While we hope that academic 
standards can be preserved in the future, we believe 
that continued funding of this order will inevitably 
mean a reduction in the variety of programmes and 
services, just as we were beginning to offer a range of 
programmes comparable with those in other parts of 
the country. 

"Our level offunding is still well below the national 
average. The gap is about to increase further. 

"The AAU recognizes that it must be more forceful 
as an association in making its case to the general 
public and to government, both directly and through 
the MPHEC. However, it looks to the MPHEC to make 
even stronger efforts to ensure that funding is adequate 
to meet increases in university costs which are 
frequently beyond the control of the universities 
themselves. · 

''The great strength of higher education in the 
Maritime provinces is its diversity and its different 
ai:-eas of excellence i,p. different institutions. The AAU 
knows that the commission shares its concern that a 
regional approach protect this rich diversity, rather 
than convert it to uniformity and mediocrity. 

''If we are to protect this diversity, it is essential that 
the institutions retain their autonomy and that the 
MPHEC struggle continually not to become a 
super-board or super-senate. The danger is that the 
commission will inadvertently create a University of the 
Maritimes." 
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He'll be missed 

Danny Rogers in the Beadle role he enjoyed. 

Daniel Mathias Rogers will be missed. 
Danny, as he was known, was a formidable and 

distinguished figure as -he led the academic processions 
into the university's convocation ceremonies as Beadle 
for a number of years. 

At some of the medical school's Christmas parties, 
his portly stature was ideal for the Santa Claus he 
portrayed; and at those parties, staff and students 
laughed with him. · 

Danny was also an imposing figure in the Sir Charles 
Tupper Medical Building, where he worked as bdilding 
superintendent from the time it opened in 1967. 

Danny Rogers died last week, at the age of 65, after a 
dozen years with the university. 

A native of Halifax, he worked for the Acadia Stores 
chain for about 30 years before joining Moirs bakery, in 
the shipping division - a job which, says Physical 
Plant Director Art Chisholm, "he hated every minute". 
Then he joined Dalhousie, first as caretaker of the 
Forrest Building and afterwards as superintendent of 
the somewhat more modern Tupper. 

Danny leaves a widow, a son and a daughter, two 
sisters and three brothers _and a granddaughter. 

Its 'gung ho' for 20 Grade 12 chemistry students 
from around the province who are taking part in a 
week-long chemistry institute at Dalhousie. 

Students are choosing and conducting their own 
experiments, visiting research areas, gaining some 
insight into a variety of investigative methods. 

The institute, organized by the university's 
Chemistry Department and offered for the second 
successive year, has been worked out in co-operation 
with high school chemistry teachers in Nova Scotia. 

A spokesman for the department says it is a week of 
exposure to techniques and instrumentation. Its 
purpose is to provide students with a perspective of the 
discipline that they have not experienced in their high 
school setting, while at the same time reinforcing their 
interests in the subject. 
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If your diet is low in fibre, you're more likely to have varicose .veins, suffer from piles, hiatus 
hernia, diverticulosis and cancer of the colon. And you probably support North America's multi• 
million dollar laxative industry. 

There is now evidence that diabetes and hypertension are more prevelent in those on fibre-
depleted diets. 

How's YOUR fibre intake? 
Drs. Ian Macdonald and David Mahony of Dalhousie 

University's Departments of Medicine and Micro-
biology, recently returned from an international sym-
posium on the "Role of Dietary Fibre in Health" 
organized by the United States National Institute of 
Health. . 

"The biggest bombshell of the meeting, dropped by 
Dr. Hugh Trowell. who spent 30 years in Africa, was the 
correlation between the high fibre diet of the African 
Kika ya tribe and the lack of diabetes and hypertension," 
related Dr. Macdonald. "Dr. Trowell took several 
diabetics from the West to Uganda, had them eat the 
leguminous diet of natives and took them off insulin. 
The patients lost all symptoms of diabetes!" 

Dr. Macdonald, too, contributed some interesting 
data to the symposium. He spoke at the workshop 
"Fibre and Cancer" which examined the relationships 
between dietary fibre and . cancer, exploring various 
mechanisms that might be involved in carcinogenesis 

Atlantic region 
publishing status 
under scrutiny 
The present stittus of "Publishing in the Atlantic 

Provinces" was examined at a three-day workshop 
organized by Dalhousie's School of Library Service in 
conjunction with the Atlantic Publishers Association 
and with the support from the Canada Council. 

On the first day there were technical presentations 
for publishers _ only, focusing on the viewpoints of the 
reviewer,. bookseller, librarian, author, paper mer-
chant, book designer and illustrator, book distributor 
and the Canada Council. 

The general public was invitied to the second day and 
packed the MacMechan Auditorium in the morning to 
hear a panel discussion, moderated by Norman 
Horrocks, School of Library Service, with speakers Cyril 
McCormick, assistant deputy minister of education, 
Nfld.; Clyde Rose, Breakwater Books, Nfld.; Silver 
Donald Cameron, now a freelance writer living in Cape 
Breton; Mary Frederikson, curriculum expert, Atlantic 
In!ititute of Education; and Michael Nowlan English 
Department, -Oromocto High School, N.B. 

(the substances called carcinogens are known to caus~ 
cancer). 

Their paper, "Fecal Hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenases 
from Vegetarian Seventh Day Adventists, Control Sub-
jects, and Bowel Cancer Patients", examined amounts 
of fecal bacterial enzymes found in the stools of the three 
groups. It showed that the Seventh Day Adventists, who 
are vegetarians, do not smoke 4nd do not drink alcoholic 
beverages, have a significantly difficult level of marker 
enzymes from the bowel cancer patients. The Seventh 
Day Adventists have lower pH in their stools than bowel 
cancer patients. 

Seventh Day Adventists and Mormons •are both low 
risk populations for bowel cancer. They have health con-
scious lifestyles: diets are fibre-rich, and, as Utah Pro-
fessor Joseph Lyon says, their moral fibre is high ... 

Dr. Macdonald and Dr. Mahony, who has worked 
with Dr. Macdonald for about five years, shared their 

Lorna Innes, book review editor of the Chronicle-
Herald and The. Mail-Star [extreme right] leads a 
discussion on book reviewing at the Workshop on 
"Publishing in the Atlantic Provinces" held last month. 
On her right is Gayle Garlock [Collections Librarian, 
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By Allison Berry 

expertise with researchers from around the world, in- _ 
eluding Britain's "bran man", Dr. Denis Burkitt, who 
has visited Halifax twice in the last three years. The 
Dalhousie duo were pleased to be able to tell him that 
bran shakers were now on tables at the Victoria General 
cafeteria. 

Dr. Burkitt advocates eating wholemeal bread, 
vegetable fibre and bran each day to increase fibre in. 
diet. Doing that will reduce transit time of food passing 
through the bowel and it will increase the quantity.of the 
stool. Cancer of the bowel is commonest in populations 
where the contents of the bowel stay in it the longest, and 
chronic constipation, he says, is a major factor in cancer 
of the large bowel. 

Back at Dalhousie, Drs. Macdonald and Mahony are 
embarking on a new research project which will 
manipulate the diets of several groups. They are looking 
to see if the amount of cholesterol in the diet will 
significantly effect the oarcinogenesis and the pH in the 
stool. 

Dalhousie] and Paul Audley [executive director, 
Association of Canadian Publishers]; directly opposite 
[foreground] is Clyde Rose, founder of Breakwater 
Books, Portugal Cove, Nfld; at the head of the table is 
Bill McCurdy, Petheric Press, Halifax. [AI V Services] 

Afternoon discussion groups led by Mary Frederik-
son and Aileen Barker (Halifax County Regional 
Librarian) continued to examine the problems of having 
more and better locally produced materials adopted by 
school boards and bought for area libraries. The 
importance of improved promotion and marketing 
techniques, greater availability of titles for examination 
and purchase, and tightened editorial control were all 
stressed. 

Dracula resurrected - politically; 
now he's touted as a national hero 

Paul Audley, executive director, Association of 
Canadian Publishers, gave strong testimony to the 
support being given by the Ontario government to the 

. book publishing industry in that province. Without 
similar concern and support from the Atlantic provinces 
governments, he felt, the publishing industry in the 
region would be unable to develop much beyond its 
present situation. There might even have to be 
cutbacks, which would be to the detriment not only of 
the economy but also to the cultural life of the Atlantic 
provinces. 

On Saturday, Bert Burgoyne, associate editor of the 
Saint John Telegra·ph Journal; Ann Hart, Centre for 
Newfoundland Studies, Memorial University; Phyllis 
Blakeley, Nova Scotia Provincial Archives; anc,i Harry 
Baglole, Heritage Foundation, Prince Edward Island, 
each reviewed in turn publishing in tlre four provinces 
and made suggestions for future development. 

There were also displays of books from Atlantic 
publishers which attracted the attention of those 
attending the worksnop. 

Light relief was provided by after-dinner speaker 
Jeffrey Holines, _executive director of the Association of 
Atlaqtic Universities, and "in real life, a writer of 
fantasy published by Brunswick Press, Fredericton,. 
New Brunswick", who gave a witty commentary on the 
domestic publishing scene. 

Dracula has risen again, 500 years after his death, ac-
cording to a report in The Sunday Times. But, com-
fortingly; ifs in the cause of politics - so that Dracula 
can be a "hero of the struggle for the national in-
dependence of the people _of Romania." 

True? Yes, says both the London paper and Dr. 
Devendra Varma, Dalhousie's resident expert on 
Gothicis)ll generally and Dracula in particular. 

Dr. Varma (University News, March 31) attended the 
annual meeting of the American Association of South 
East European Studies at Ohio State last month, where 
he took part in The Dracula Debate, presenting The 
Genesis of Stliker's Dracula and Romania, in which "I 
talked about the Englishness of the Gothic Dracula, of 
Stoker's English sources, landscape descriptions and so 
on." 

The conference attracted scholars of Eastern Europe 
as well as Romanian dignitaries, including His Ex-
cellency Nicolai Nicolae, Romanian Ambassador to the 
U.S., Barbu Nicolescu, president of the American-
Romanian Foundation, Constantin C. Giurescu, 
Academician of the Romanian Academy and Stephen 
Fischer-Galati. "father" of Slavic studies in the U.S .. 
The discussions at the conference covered a wide range 
of topics: Military strategy of the war of independence, 

Bulgarian language and linguistics, the nature of the 
Romanian state, southeastern Europe in the 1970s, 
Balkanization or unity. 

The politicjll resurrection of Dracula? It has, said Dr. 
Varma, made Prince Vlad Dracula the Impaler, the 
Renaissance ruler of Romania whose terrifying acts of 
cruelty inspred Bram Stoker's vampire court, into a 
stern but just ruler whose evil doings, such as massacres, 
were prompted by a proper political goal. 

The London paper's article said that Scinteia, the 
Romanian Communist Party newspaper, was now 
describing Dracula as "a prominent personality of our 
national history, personifying the will of the Romanian 
people to live freely within the boundaries of their an-
cestors' territory." Other party-controlled journals 
praised him for his "strict internal discipline" and his 
uncompromising stand against the enemies of the state 
- principles today espoused by the Communist Party. 

"Historians with an eye on the party line have come up 
with startling reasons to idealise this cruel and blood-
thirsty prince who thri_lled and fascinated Europe. The 
charges of vampirism have been brusquely brushed aside 
as a figment of Western imagination. Actions that 
shocked even his contemporaries have been placed in 
political 'perspective'." 

-Derek Mann 
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The Gossip Column 

How to fill empty columns; The Year 
in.Review; The Year Ahead 

TJzis is only the fourth Gossip column of 1976-77 for 
University News. Good, you may say, and you may be 
right. 

But to be honest [as we always try to be 1 the Gossip 
has generally been dropped in when an aniticipated story 
has not materialized or when, through the vagaries of 
publishing [you can't add one, two or three pages - it 
has to be four, or multiples of four) leave us with empty 
columns. And to editors, empty space is anathema. 

. [There! We've already filled almost two inches with that 
preamble) 

In any case, it is also our considered opinion that 
notwithstanding · all the important news of events, 
activities, achievements - not to mention proolems like 
7o/o disasters - our readers occasionally like to be told of 
some of the lighter aspects of university and 
university-related life. Trivia it may be at times, but it 
lets you see there is more to life and living than the 
important but mundane tasks of work. 

Having said that [and used up almost two more 
column inches of vacant space 1 we'd like to recap the 
year for you, as University News reported it. 

Our first issue of the year (Sept. 16) spotlighted the $0$ 
[Switch off and Save) campaign plans by the university. 
The top brass was serious about it, prompted by soaring 
fuel costs. We hope everyone else was, too, and we'll 
report on the 1976-77 savings come the fall. 

Then, in the following three issues (Sept. 30, Oct. 14, 
Oct. 28) we had the announcement of the first Dal · 
students off to Moscow, The impressive Ghana Project 
(our Economics Department, CIDA-backed), and Phys. 
Ed. 's summer Adventure in the Great Outdoors; plus the 
rather gloomy decision that the Anti-Inflation Board had 
ordered a rollback of previously agreed pay _increases for 
Dal's CUPE members; and Sweeping Changes in 
Part-Time Studies were urged. 

A baby baboon hogged the front page on Nov. 11; she 
was the first born in captivity in Canada, at the Tupper's 
Animal Care Centre, where she (and mother and father) 
are thriving while being studied. , 

Nov. 25 brought Dal its first national intercollegiate 
athletics championship. And it was the women's field 
hockey . team who did it; that issue also featured, 
topically, Man in the Cold-Tony Richards expounding 
on survival techniques in winter's outdoors. 

The pre-Christmas issue (Dec. 9) had cartoons of 
Dr. I Senator Henry D. Hicks wishing one and all happy 
holidays, and Vice-President Louis Vagianos telling the 
boss that 'See, the $0$ campaign can work - we just pull 
the plug'. And in the miqst of the spruce budworm spray-
ing controversy, Biology's Barry Goldsmith asked 'What 
Stirs in the Forest?', as a Dal student concurrently (but 

quite unrelatedly) became the first woman Rhodes 
Scholar. 

After the happy (and expensive) holiday break, we 
reported (Jan. 6) on the diversity of ocean studies, fisher-
ies management capabilities at Dal, and (Jan. 20) about 
the university's Super Analyst [the Slowpoke nuclear 
reactor], and the new School of Human Communication 
Disorders. 

On Feb. 3 there were the 'unsung heroes' - faculty 
who are involved in the community; an Introdal 
promotion; a dull MPHEC 'Ovei:-view', and the second 
Alumni News (the first of the year having been on Oct. 
28). The repair of shattered (literally) nerves was featured 
on Feb. 17 and then, on March 3, came the AAU's gloom 
and doom warning as to what would happen if Maritime 
governments didn't come through with a minimum 
increase of 12½ per cent in the operating grant for 
1977-78. 

Those capable people, the nurses, had a supplement to 
themselves on March 17, and Page One of that issue 
made no bones about boasting of Three Golds in a Row; 
that was Roger Doyle of Biology, who had just won the 
APICS Young Scientist of the year gold metal, following 
in the footsteps of geologist Fab Aumento and biologist 
Brian Hall. 

The 'Real Threat' wa,rning of March 3 materialized (in 
the March 31 issue) into "The 7% Disaster", a disaster 
on which at press time the vice-presidents and deans 
were still working - cutting budgets again, and again, 
and again, and again ... 

On April 14, we profiled the excellent Pharmacology 
Department of the medical school; but finance took 
precedence, and on Page One we had the president 
saying (not for the first time) that cashing in our 
endowment fund wouldn't help our operating position or 
our deficit, even if it were legal to do it. 

And on April 15, we had a special edition, highlighting 
the university's brief to the MPHEC. 

Today's paper is the last of 1976-77. 
All in all it's been a good, news-filled year and the 

busiest for the paper since it appeared on the campus 
scene; with today's last issue, we will have had 16 regular 
issues and one special, totalling 300 pages. 

Next year, we will be back, but frequency of 
publication is being reviewed, as is the format and 
~ontent. And even then, it all depends on money. 

Meanwhile, the editor and the staff of University News 
and the Information Office are grateful for the support 
from all areas of the university. 

-Derek Mann 

Nuisance ·value 
ll you haven't read Kate Carmichael's review of the 

latest In the zoning issue (Page 14), you should. And 
especially take notice of the start of the section dealing · 
with the Ward 2 residents' concerns. 

Invariably, when Dalhousie finds Itself reluctantly pit-
ted against this group or that - and almost always it's 
the neighbours, or some of them - the criticism is level-
led that Dal is doing the encroaching. Fair enough; 
everyone is entitled to their opinion, even though that 
opinion may be based on inaccurate facts. 

The real point is that long before many of the houses 
appeared in Dalhousie's section of the city, the univer-
sity was in business on Forrest and Studley campuses; in 
other words, we were here first and, had the planners of 
yesteryear been able to forecast the situation today, the 
residential area surrounding the university might not be 
here. 

There's an analogy. The "Inside Track" column of 
The Sunday Times, a very good London Sunday paper, 
reported only last month that "an historic judgement in 
the Appeal Court last week was greeted at cricket head-
quarters with delight... The case concerned the Lintz 

Cricket Club of County Durham, whose six hits (like 
home runs - in the air, over the boundary) had caused a 
householder to seek and gain an injunction which effec-
tively stopped cricket being played. Unusually, the club 
was found against for the legal wrong of Nuisance. 

"The club, backed by the National Cricket Associa-
tion and the Cricket Council, appealed against the in-
junction and the court, in granting the appeal. .. seemed 
to agree that the public interest in 'preserving playing 
fields and enabling our youth to enjoy outdoor games' 
outweighed the private interest of preserving home and 
garden from intrusion. 

"But one of the vital aspects in the minds of their 
Lordships seemed to be that the cricket ground had been 
there first, by 70 years, had spent 'money, labour and 
love' in the ·process, and the houses were recently built -
on what had been a field - on its very edge. 

"Lord Denning quoted from Bolton v. Stone, 1951, 
that 'if cricket cannot be played on a ground without 
creating a substantial risk, then it should not be played 
there at all.' He followed this by saying: "I would agree, 
if the houses or road were there first.' " 
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ODDS and ENDS 
Love of learning 

The benefits of free tuition for relatives of university 
teachers haven't been missed by one enterprising third-
year student at Geneva, N.Y. 's Hobart College. 

Paul Ferbank is looking for a wife among single 
women lecturers. As a spouse, he says, he would not 
have to pay tuition, a savin gof $3,000 a year. In ex-
change, his wife could get a $750 tax deduction by claim-
ing him as a dependant. His ad in in the college 
newspaper read-: "Needy tax-deductible male student 
seeking marriage contract for tuition purposes." 

No such opportunity for Dal students/faculty, 
although DSA membel-s can, with approval, take job-
related courses gratis, which is a point that irks the 
DFA's Fringe Benefit Committee. 

Committee chairman Dr. Philip Welch sent us a "Did 
You Know .. ?" note a couple of weeks ago, outlining the 
DSA's entitlement, but saying that "the same privilege is 
not extended to ... faculty ... " . 

"There is, however, some hope of indirect relief of tui-
tion fees for a few members of Dalhousie faculty. Those 
who are fortunate enough to have a spouse on faculty at 
Mount St. Vincent, St. Mary's or Acadia, and also 
desirous of increasing their academic qualifications, 
might consider taking a course at· the university served 
by their spouse, since all three universities offer a 
substantial fee reduction for dependents of their own 
faculty," he added. 

Bath's baths 
Headline on a Times Higher Education Supplement 

report about Bath University chemists investigating the 
hot springs at Bath as a possible source of useful energy: 

HOPE SPRINGS GEOTHERMAL. 

Bore war • 
Leeds University in England has for the last three 

years run a "most boring lecturer of the year contest"? 
The winner for the second successive year was Dr. 

David Coward, of the French Department (which 
hogged the show by having the master of ceremonies 
as well). Dr. Coward won his Golden Pillow for his 
address on "The problem of the manned urinal". 

He told reporters afterwards that he would challenge 
the world to be more boring than he was. "We wo.uld 
like to hold a national contest with other universities 
and then perhaps get the Americans in." 

Another contestant, a medic, talked about limb 
confusion and incorrect amputations, trying to teach 
the audience how to differentiate between right and 
left, on such occasions by showing four identical slides 
of the same billiard ball viewed from different angles. 

Of course, there could not be such a contest at 
Dalhousie, could there? 

Short takes 
William Grant and Sons, the Scotch whisky distillers, 

are to give a Glenfiddich Research Fellowship in Scottish 
history at St. Andrew's University. As Grant's marketing 
man explained: "Malt whisky is the product of centuries 
of tradition and we hope the Glenfiddich Fellow will 
increase understanding of Scotland's heritage and of the 
factors which have moulded our national character." 
Cheers! 

***** 
People with dark eyes are more easily shocked than 

people with blue eyes, according to Btj_tish physiologist 
Allan Markle (Perceptual and Motor Skills journal, Vo. 
43, No. 1). 

***** 
Dr. Magnus Pyke, extrovert scientist extraordinary 

who is retiring as secretary of the British Association for 
the Advancement · of Science, has been unusually quiet 
lately, says The Sunday Times. That's because Cunard 
hired him to entertain passengers on an 81-day world 
cruise. Fellow entertainers: Lauren Bacall, Mel Torme, 
bandleader Joe Loss and TV panelist Lady Isobel 
Barnett. 
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Capsule 

... The arrnual meeting of the Canadian Association of Law 
Libraries is being held at the Law School from May 25 to 28. Topics 
for panels include: Law for the Layman; The Developing Law of the 
Sea and Its Implications for Canadian Law Libraries; Teaching of 
Legal Research and Bibliography; and Canadian Law Reporting: 
New Developments. 

... The School of Nursing has received a cheque for $1,500 from 
the Great-West Life Assurance Company (Winnipeg). It is earmarked 
for a faculty educational bursary. 

... Helping people to cope with grief and bereavement is the par-
ticular specialty of Dr. Colin M. Parkes, assistant director, Dept. of 
Psychiatry, London Hospitals Medical College, London University, 
who was in Halifax last week to take part in several seminars and 
workshops on meeting the crisis of death. Dr. Parkes' visit was 
sponsored by the lnterprofessional committee on death & dying in 
co-operation with School of Social Work. The interprofessional 
committee, which was initiated by the Registered Nurses Associa-
tion of Nova Scotia, is composed of members of the clergy, the 
medical and nursing professions, and social workers . 

... During term break, Father Bob Petite, Dalhousie Chaplians Of-
fice took fifteen students on a retreat to Boston. The men spent time 
at the Anglican monastery there, while the women went to St. 
Mary's Convent. 

"It was an introduction to another life style," explained Father 
Petite. It was an intensive religious activity that allowed the 
students a chance to evaluate their own life style." 

Retreats are conducted by the Chaplain's Office every spring and 
fall. Father Petite will be leaving Dalhousie in August to take up rec-
tor's duties in Antigonish and Country Harbour. He will be associat-
ed with St. F.X. and with the hospital at Antigonish. 

... Although we occasionally curse the telephone, it is a necessary 
evil. And like necessities, the cost is escalating. But must it rise so 
quickl'y?" questions Michael Bradfield. 

The Dalhousie economist is quick to answer "no" and support his 
reasoning. He presented evidence to the Public Utilities Board of 
Nova Scotia showing that MT and Twas asking for rate increases 
which would generate excessive and unnecessary profits. 

In his March 3 appearance at the MT and T hearing, Dr. Bradfield 
said that rate increases would "create an unwarranted burden on 
users". He called on the PUB to be faithful to its mandate and limit 
the company to a "fair rate". 

... Dr. Bradfield has announced that he will run in the next provin-
cial election as an NDP candidate in the Halifax-Citadel riding. 

... Dr. J. Guy Scadding is with the Department of Medicine as a 
visiting professor in pneumonology for a three-month period. The 
visit is co-sponsored by the Faculty of Medicine and the Nova 
Scotia Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association, and will 
be an annual affair. It is meant to be an effort by the association to 
upgrade and promote the understanding and management of chest 
conditions in the province through the auspices of the university's 
Faculty of Medicine. Dr. ScaC:ding is professor emeritus of medicine 
at the University of London. 

... The Law School recently held an informal discussion on the 
political cultural background of the U.S. Constitution. The presenta-
tion was given by Dr. Jennifer Nedelsky, post-doctoral fellow from 
Chicago. It is one in a series of informal talks given under the 
general theme: Six Cultures in Search of the Law. 

... The Institute of Public Affairs is holding its annual lecture-
discussion series on Building or Buying Your Home. The series 
began in April and includes such topics as legal aspects of owner-
ship, contracts and liens, elements of co,struction, limitations of 
"do-it-yourself" approaches. It is co-sponsored by CMHC. 

... Faculty of the School of Human Communications will be atten-
ding the national annual meeting of the Canadian Speech and Hear-
ing Association in Victoria, B.C. this month. Drs. Mike Seitz and 
Joyce Edwards will present papers and Dr. Mike Webster, president-
elect of the association, is chairing a scientific session. 

Dr. Webster's article, "A clinical adaptation of the Hollin's preci-
sion fluency shaping programs through deintensification", has 
been published in the 'Journal of Fluency Disorders. In 
Neuropsycholia, Dr. Seitz's paper, "An AER analysis of contralateral 
advantage in the transmission of auditory information", was 
published. 

Dr. George Mencher's "Observer bias as a factor in neonatal hear-
ing screening" is in print in the Journal of Speech and Hearing 
Research of March,,1.977. 

Dr. Edwards has been elected to the executive of the newly 
created Coordinating Council on Deafness of Nova Scotia. She 
helped draft a constitu'tion for the organization. 

... Dr. Allan Bevan.plans to spend his sabbatical researching Cana-
dian fiction. 

... The Macdonal_d' Science Library offers computerized literature 
searching on a variety of data bases made ava11able to us through 
CAN/OLE, WATDOC, DIALOG, and INFOMART. 

Searches are run by science librarians. An average search uses 
approximately 10 mfnutes of computer time. Results of up to 25 
references are printed immediately. Larger sets are pr!}lted off-line 
and arrive_by mail a~proximately one week later. · 

... A spring conference of the Nova Scotia Library Association, 
held in Halifax, April 2-4, 1977. Dalhousie participants: Dorothy 
Broderick, School of Library Service spoke on Children's Rights and 
Literature; Anne Oxley Project Co-ordinator/AAU/BNA Project, 
spoke on the Project; Larry Amey participated in a panel discussion 
on School & Public,Library Cooperation. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

LIBRARIAN IN RESIDENCE 
Dr. Scott Bruntjen, of Shippensburg State College, Penn-

sylvania, will be Librarian in Residence at the School of 
Library Service from January to June, 1978. Dr. Bruntjen is 
known to bibliographers for his work on A Checklist of 
American Imprints. The volume for 1831 has been published 
by Scarecrow Press, Metuchen, N.J., and volumes for 1832, 
1833 and 1834 will be issued shortly. 

During his time at Dalhousie Dr. Bruntjen will continue his 
research into American imprints and give occasional lectures 
in the School of Library Service courses. He will be available 
for consultation with students and faculty both in the School 
of Library Service and elsewhere on campus. Dr. Bruntjen will 
also speak to librarians in the area as part of the School's 
regularly scheduled lecture series. 

PHILOSOPHY NEWS CHECK 
... Six members of the Department of Philosophy will attend the 

Learned Societies meeting in Fredericton this month. Professors 
Puccetti together with Robt. Dykes of physiology and Sherwin will 
read papers; Dr. Braybroo~and schotch will tak'e part in workshops; 
professors Burns, Martin, Tomkow, Bray-brook and Sherwin will 
serve as commentators during the sessions. 

Professor Martin deliv~red a paper at the American Philosophical 
Association (western division) in April and Prof. Schotch was at a 
Conference on Logic held recently at the University of North 
Carolina. 

Professor T-omkow has been awarded his doctorate from Cam-
bridge, England. 

ECONOMICS NEWSCHECK 
... Staff and students in the Department of Economics have been 

and are 'on the go' this spring and summer. Student Brent Carter 
has been retained by the New Brunswick government to review 
aspects of the OREE agreements with that province. The appoint-
ment is an outgrowth of his Master's program which deals with the 
question of regional tJevelopment. 

Ethel Langille, who receives her Master's degree this year, is off 
to the University of Ghana. She has been awarded a research grant 
which will assist her work on a health economics co-operative pro-
ject with the ghanaian Department of Economics at the university 
and the Ministry of Health. The project is an offshoot of the program 
of co-operation between the Ghana Institute of Management and 
Public Administration and the Dalhousie Department of Economics. 

Professor Ian McAllister recently served as chairman of a con-
ference entitled The Project Cycle. The meeting was attended by of-
ficials of ministries and state corporations of the governments of 
Ghana and Swaziland. The sessions served as the final segment of 
an 11-week course in planning and project management arr.anged 
under the ·auspicies of the Ghana Institute of Management and 
Public Administration and the Dalhousie Department of Economics. 
Co-director was Prof. Roy George in Ghana for a year as part of the 
joint venture. While in Accra, Dr. McAllister also gave a lecture to of-
ficials of the Ministry of Finance on "Efforts towards budget reform: 
some practical lessons. 

Barry Lesser was at UN B where he delivered a talk on The 
Maritimes and Confederation: A View of the Regional Impact of the 
National Tariff Policy of 1879. Towards the end of May he will deliver 
a paper at the Canadian Transportation Forum. Prof. Lesser wil' 
again direct the Dalhousie-Saint Mary's project group on high 
school economics. This is a three-week summer session on 
economic education for N.S. high school teachers. The project 
which is sponsored by the Canadian Foundation for Economic 
Education will be given at Saint Mary's this year. 

John Graham will serve as a symposium discussant at the Learn-
ed Societies conference in Fredericton. He will also attend 
meetings of the Royal Society of Canada in June in his capacity as 
vice-president of Academy II of the society. 

Prof. James Cannon led a seminar on Industrial Incentives in the 
Georgian Bay Area of Ontario at the University of Calgary. Dr. 
Michael Bradfield will give evidence before the National Energy 
Board. Dr. John Cornwall will have a book published in July. 

Dr. Paul Huber will be assisting Nova Scotia and New Brunswic,l< 
in developing statistics on tourist behaviour using automobile exit 
surveys. An article on gasoline marketing will appear in a forthcom-
ing issue of the Dalhousie Review. He will also have a book on the 
market later this summer. It is a report to the German Federal 
Ministry of Research and Technology in which an attempt is made 
to apply the history of German railroads to an assessment of the 
possibilities for magnetically levitated (MAG LEV) high speed inter-
urban transportation. 

Vi~iting speakers to the department were George McClure, presi-
~nt of McCains Foods Limited for the US who spoke on his com-
pany's eritrepreJJurship and Walter Ellis, U. of T. who delivered a 
paper entitled The Failure of Keynes'ian Economics. 

CANADA COUNCIL REPORT 
The Canada Council has published a' report which recommends 

guidelin'es and principles for a code of ethics in social science and 
humanities research involving human beings as subj~Cts. 

The repel) is the work of a consultative group of eight scholars 
under the chairmanship of J.A. Corry, former principal of Queen's 
University. 

l_t covers a range of ethical principles such as informed consent, 
deception, risk/ benefit, privacy, confidentiality and anonymity. 

The consultative group recommends the formation of 
institutional committees to review research proposals involving 
human subjects. Key in this recommendation is the view that "the 
university must accept its responsibility to the community to which 
it belongs for the research projects it permits to go forward to the 
Canada Council." 

The 34-page report, entitled Ethics, is available from the Canada 
Council (Box 1047, Ottawa, K1P 5V8) for $2.00. 

... 
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DENTISTRY NEWSCHECK 
... Dr. Oskar P. Sykora, a member of the Faculty's Curriculum Com-

mittee recently attended the National Dental Curriculum Con-
ference in Chicago, Ill. This meeting was sponsored by the 
American Dental Association Council of Dental Education in co-
operation with the American Association of Dental Schools. Its pur-
pose was to provide a forum in which dental practitioners, represen-
tatives of state boards, dental educators, related dental organiza-
tions and other interested individuals or agencies can meet and 
discuss the dental curriculum. 

The various workshops discussed topics such as Curricular Con-
tent, Comprehensive Patient Care, Curricular Emphases and Se-
quencing, Definition of Educational Product, The Educational Pro-
cess, Learning Systems, Oral Biology System, Faculty and Evalua-
tion of Students. 

The results, conclusions, and recommendations emanating from 
this workshop ate likely to have a major impact on the future of den·-
tal education, and subsequently, on the practice of dentistry. 

... Ors. G.M. Jensen and D.S. Precious were in Bridgewafer on 
March 2, to make a presentation to the South Shore Dental Society 
on "The Treatment of Developmental Jaw Deformities". 

... Dr. Alexander E. Macleod has been appointed by the Governors 
of the Canadian Dental Association to the Chairmanship of the 
C.D.A.'s Council on Information Services. The Council's tasks will 
be to promote communication amongst dentists across Canada, 
and between the dental profession and the general public. 

... Ors. G.M. Jensen and D.S. Precious and Mr. B.D. Moxley of the 
Faculty of Dentistry were in Kentville on April 27 to make a presenta-
tion on "The Use of Clincial Photography in Dentistry" to the An-
napolis Valley Dental Society. 

... Gary Foshay, 3rd year Dentistry, is the recipient of the Proctor 
and Gamble award for 1977. The award is made each year to enable a 
student to attend the Annual Dental Students' Conference on 
Research. This years meeting is being held at Bethesda, Maryland, 
May 2nd and 3rd, 1977. 

NOTES FROM AUCC 
REPORT EXAMINES FOREIGN STUDENT ISSUES 

The Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE) April 5 
released a report entitled The Foreign Student Issues in 1976-77. 
Prepared by Max von Zur-Muehlen, the report presents current 
information on the foreign student population in Canada and on 
Canadian students abroad. Some of the issues examined include 
the new federal-provincial fiscal arrangements, the new immigration 
bill, differential tuition fees for foreign students, quotas, and 
Canada's dependence on foreign-trained university manpower. 
ASSOCIATION FOR CANADIAN STUDIES EXAMINES SYMONS 
REPORT 

The Association for Canadian Studies (ACS) will sponsor a. 
conference May 9-13 at the University of Prince Edward Island in 
Charlottetown which will examine the first two volumes of To Know 
Ourselves, the report of the commission on Canadian studies. The 
report was prepared for the AUCC by T.H.B. Symons and released in 
March 1976. The conference expects to attract faculty from 
universities, colleges and schools across Canada and to examine in 
detail the analysis and recommendations of the Symons report. 
SECOND TERM REGISTRATION POSTPONED AT UNIVERSITE 
LAVAL 

Students at Universite Laval are boycotting registration for 
second-term classes in support of their demands for student aid to 
compensate them for financial loses incurred as a result of the 107-
day professors' strike of last fall. In spite of the boycott, second 
term classes have begun and the university remains open. 

Where. else can you find Royal memorabilia, handweaving, stars 
. and a rock polisher in one exhibit but at the Nova Scotia Museum's 
annual spring Societies Show which continues from May 7 - June 5, 
1977. 

The Atlantic Society of Handweavers will be showing many fine 
examples of the workmanship of their members, in a simulated 
weaving studio. The Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia is collecting 
china, pictures and other souvenirs of royalty for this Jubilee year, 
as well as information on historic buildings in the province. Jewelry, 
florescent minerals and a complete lapidary shop will make up the 
Nova Scotia Mineral & Gem Society's display, while the Royal 
Astronomical Society exhibit will focus on the heavens and some of 
the telescopes used for that purpose. 

SUMMER ME)!:TINGS 
The hustle and bustle of the academic year has just about 

ended but that's no indication that Dalhousie campus will be 
a quite place this summer. Rese!'Vations Co-ordin.lltor Wendy 
Leblanc confirmed the following updated list of summer 
visitors. In addition to the events listed below, in May and 
June over 200 school children will tour the campus. 

April 26-28: School of Physiotherapy;.Continuing Education 
Course. · 

May 16-July 31: Atlantic Provinces Association of 
Chartered Accountants; summer school. 

May 20-23: Napanee (Ontario) Symphonic Band. 
May 25-27: Law Librarians' Conference. 
May 26-28: Pre-School Educational Conference. 
June 9-11: Vanier Institute. 
June 12-13: Workshop. Occupational Therapy (in c:onjunc-

tion with Canadian International Conference) 
June 12-16: IPAandLabourManagementBureau. 
June 19-23: Association of Universities and Colleges of 

Canada; annual meeting. 
July 10-15: Nova Scotia Barrister's Society; Continuing 

Education Program. 
July 14-17: United Church of Canada National Association 

of Mens' Clubs. 
July 16-29: Dalhousie Library School; Continuing Education 

Course. 
July 26-30: Canadian Amateur Swim Team. 
Aug, 5-11: New Brunswick Swim Team. 
Aug. JI-Sept. 7: World Fisheries Exhibition. 
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Summer at 
Cohn 

Dalhousie Cultural Activities helped 19,756 people "wile 
away the winter ... " 

"It was a successful season with something for everyone," 
report Judy Simmonds. "The Cohn is very much in the public 
eye. People watch to see what's happening and choose the 
concerts they want." 

"Some very big names" are booked into the Arts Centre for 
the next 12 months, and a glance at the acts appearing 'in the fall 
confirms that it's going to be a dynamite season. 

There are a number of summer concerts scheduled for the 
Cohn in addition to the Regional Film Theatre slate whose 
screenings start May 29.and carry through Aug 28. 

June 23, the Glenn Miller Orchestra will be playing for the 
grand fund-raising ball for the Festival of the Arts. The week of 
the festival, Aug. 11 - 14, , The Limelighters and Glen 
Yarbrough, the Kingston Trio anp possibly the popular Wurzels 
will be in concert at the Cohn. 

Grand Ole Oprey star Jean Shepard and Canadian Juno 
award win·ner, Carroll Baker, will play Aug. 2 at the Cohn. 

John Allan Cameron is going to be at the Arts Centre Sept. 2 
and 3. 

It's also rumored that Anne Murray will be on stage five 
nights in July. 

SUMMER HOURS (as of April 24) 
KIiiam and Macdonald Libraries 
Mon-Thurs 
Fri 
Sat-Sun 

Archives, Music Resources, Special Services 
Mon-Fri 
Sat-Sun 

9am-10pm 
9am-6pm 
lam-6pm 

9am-Spm 
closed 

The second annual Atlantic conference on day care will be 
held at Dalhousie and King's College, May 26-28. 

The theme of the conference is Play and Preschoolers. 
For information call 424-2591 or443-3269 

Changes for the telephone directory are being accepted. 
Deadline for additions. changes or delitions is JULY 31. 
For further information contact Bernice Macdonald, Direc-

tor of Office Support Services, 2246 or write c/ o Centreal Ser-
vices Bldg. 

Reading expert guest 
of Education May 26 

Dr. Frank Smith, a profes~or in the Department of 
Curriculum at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education, and an authority on the process of reading 
and learning to· read, will be a guest of Dalhousie's 
Department of Education later this month. 

On Thursday, May 26, from 3:30 to 5:30, Dr. Smith 
will give a presentation on "Making Sense of 
Reading", in which he will stress written language, its 
aquisition and development and its relation to reading. 
The session will be held in Room 47 of the Education 
Centre. 
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Do you spend half your salary on time-savers like the watches that never need winding, 
microwave ovens, and instant foods, but still find you're suffering a time famine? In other 
words ... 

Are you managing 
YOUR 
time effectively? 

By Allison Berry 

You can become a good time manager. There are 
books and articles and courses that define time 
management and give you hints on how to be effective. 
But, as Peter Drucker, the management philosopher, 
says: "Unless I manage myself effectively, no amount 
of ability, skills, experience, or knowledge will make 
me effective". :" ,, 

When managing time is the ·subject of conversation, 
then, you're really talking about managing yourself. 

Time-budgeting, on the other (the big) hand, is 
concerned with community. Data collected on what 
people do during specified time periods helps 
governments in planning. 

Time-budget studies show what activities people 
engage in (work,travel, socializing, etc.) and how long 
they devote to each. This information can be used in 
many ways: studying problems arising from commut-
ing between work and residence, for the investigation 
of leisure time use and the delivery of medical 
services ... 

Dalhousie. University has a highly qualified, active 
team of time-budgeters. Headed by Prof. Andrew 
Harvey and administered through the Regional and 
Urban Studies Centre of the Institute of Public Affairs, 
their work is known internationally. 

They carried out a time-budget study in the Halifax 
area in 1971 which was patterned after the 
multi-national time-budget survey used in a number of 
countries, and done in consultation with Hungarian 
sociologist Alexander Szalai. 

tiuess where? 

Need a pot light? 
Physical Plant has a number of surplus pot lights. 

They're suitable for rec room or similar use in the 
home; $5 each to members of the university 
community. Contact Forrest Dorey or Brian Mac-
Donald at 3403. 

Time budgeter Harvey 

The data from the Halifax study was described in 
detail in Dr. Szalai's The Uses of Time (The Hague: 
Mouton, 1972) along with time-budget data for cities in 
three other countries, France, Hungary and the United 
States. The data formed part of one of the largest 
projects of cross-national survey research ever 
undertaken. 

Dalhousie's Prof. Harvey, in co-opei:ation with Prof. 
Dave Elliot of Sociology, have used the survey material 
in preparing data sets and workbook text for an 
international training seminar in cross-national data 
analysis being held in Vienna. in July. 

Both professors will also be on staff, lecturing to a 
select group of graduate students and young faculty 
from Europe and the Americas. The theme of the 
seminar, the fourth in a series, is cross-national 
analysis of time-budgeting and social mobility. 

The Halifax time-budget study, "Dimensions of 
Metropolitan Activities Survey'', which sampled 2,002 
people in the Halifax-Dartmouth region, has also been 
used to examine time spent at home by women as a 
consideration in housing planning, and other diverse 
applications such as helping, in 1973, the local CBC 
morning show get a fix on its audience. 

The Profs and Blue 
Collar Workers 

Two Dalhousie professors are participating in the 
Second Conference on Blue Collar Workers and Their 
Communities, tomorrow and Saturday at the University 
of Western Ontario. 

Richard Apostle and Andrew Harvey will speak 
during the session "Working Class Work and Leisure" 
on "Social Class and the Use of Leisure Time in Urban 
Canada''. 

Prof. Harvey has also been invited to attend a 
conference entitled "Social Science Data in Canada: 
Problems in Creating, -Managing, and Archiving" 
which will be held in Toronto next week. In particular, 
he will be a discussant in the session dealing with 
institutional responsibilities for social science data. 

Data sets and a workbook' text for the 1977 
International Social Science Council (ISSC) summer 
training seminar to be held in Vienna in July are being 
prepared by Profs. Andrew Harvey and Dave Elliot. 
They will also be lecturing to participants on 
time-budget data along with the Hungarian sociologist 
Alexander Szalai. 

APOLOGIES 
Apologies to Professor Alan Kennedy of the English 

Department and Nancy Hetherington of University _ 
A venue, for transposing their signatures on letters about 
the recent Killam Memorial Lecture series. 

The letters were two of five published in the April 14 
issue of University News [Page 20] in response to a 
request by the Killam lecture committee for comments 
on the series. 

Also to Cathy Newbury of the Centre for Foreign 
Policy Studies. In the picture of the Centre's Canada-
Third World simulation exercise (Page 3, University 
News, April 14) we identified Ms. Newbury as being on 
the left. She was not. Herb Yee was. Grace Skogstad was 
in the middle and Ms. Newbury was on the right. 
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